
Weekend Weather
Fort Lauderdale

Today: High clouds and sunshine, hi
76°.
Tonight: Clear, low in mid 50's.
Saturday: Sunny and warmer, hi 79.
Sunday: Sunny, becoming cloudy
with showers at night, hi 84°.
Monday and Tuesday: Lots of
clouds, hi's in the 70's.

The Hopkins

NewsoLetter
Weekend Weather

Baltimore
Today: Sunny and mild, hi near 60°,
variable winds.
Tonight: Clear, low in mid 30's,
winds S 5-10 mph.
Saturday: Sunny and warmer, hi 67°,
low 43°, winds S 10-20.
Sunday: Partly cloudy, chance of
rain, hi 64°, low 44°.
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Ashes to ashes, dust to
dust. . . In the end we
all end up as dust. This
unfortunate transfor-
mation is occurring all
the time...even now.
For the inside dirt, see
Science, page 23.

Divine, the star of the
new John Waters' hit,
Hairspray, died earlier
this week. The N-L
pays homage to this
famous Baltimorean, in
Arts, page 18.

Jack Clark, Billy Mar-
tin, Don Mattingly,
Dave Winfield. . . the
list goes on. How can
the Yankees not win the
AL East this year? P.
Sean Bramble thinks
they will. He even picks
the O's to finish out of
the cellar! See Sports,
page 24.
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Bernie Liu
Newly elected Student Council President Lou Giangiulio, who cap-tured a 53% share of the vote in Tuesday's election.

Giangiulio wins SC
presidency outright
by Rachel Weiss

Students chose Sophomore
Class President Lou Giangiulio to
be the new president of the Stu-
dent Council.
Also on Tuesday, students

chose seniors Steven Basta,
Amitava Biswas, Victoria
Celestin, Chris Dalton, Andrew
Gray, Jennifer Stahl, Sahir
Surmeli, and Stephanie
Weissman to participate in a
Tuesday run-off for the position
of Young Trustee.

Giangiulio was elected with a
fifty-three percent share of the
vote in an election in which four
candidates—Giangiulio, soph-
omore Paul Diamond, and juniors
Mike Fenzel and Quentin
Snider—participated.
While walking home, Giangiu-

lio commented on the election,'
"I'm very excited that I won.
Now I'm going to drink some
more to celebrate."

Justin Hott, a member of the
sophomore class, ran uncontested
for the office of vice president,
winning seventy percent of the
vote.
With a 56.2 percent share of

the vote, sophomore Anna Lee
Bamforth was elected to the of-
fice of treasurer. In Tuesday's
closest race, freshman Shamina
Jaffer won election to the office
of Council secretary, winning
53.7 percent of the vote to
sophomore Marianne Soussa's
42.2 percent.
Unice Lieberman ran un-

contested for the position of

See ELECTIONS, 4

Spring Fair to feature drill team, crafts
by Daniela Zane

At Hopkins, the mild breezes
and gentle rains of spring bring
out more than just the flowers on
campus. As the daffodils bloom,
so do the tell-tale signs of spring
at Hopkins: orange frisbees
multiply on the beach in propor-
tion to dwindling numbers of
students in lectures; shorts and
sunglasses blossom as thoughts of
winter dissolve in bright,
Baltimore sunshine.
But what spring would be com-

plete without the smell of fried
dough and barbecued chicken
wafting across the lower quad,
the sight of bunches of balloons.
ascending past Shriver Hall, and
the sound, this year, of "A Fair
Heard 'Round the World?"

Featuring a Colonial Americal
theme, "Liberty '88-,'We 17th'
annual Johns Hopkins Universi-
ty Spring Fair, will bring
Homewood alive on April 15, 16,
and 17. Drawing over 100,000
people each year, the Fair will
run Friday from noon to 6:00
p.m., Saturday from 10:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m., and Sunday from
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
According to co-chairpersons

Jonathan Siegel, Jennifer Stahl,.
and Carolyn Willis, strong em-
phasis on the Colonial theme will,
be one of the highlights of this
year's Fair.
"We picked the theme of Col-

onial America because we didn'ti
want to be repetitive and it was
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Armstrong proposes
five-year program for
Arts and Sciences
by Kathleen McCarthy.

Lloyd Armstrong Jr., dean of
the School of Arts and Sciences,
presented this week a stringent
five year program to combat the
School's budget deficit, expected
to exceed $2 million this year
alone.
The proposal calls for a ten per-

cent reduction in Arts and
Sciences faculty members within
the next five years, from 255 this
year to 230 in 1993.
Plans for a new chemistry

building, and for the renovation
of Gilman Hall, will be deferred
indefinitely. However, construc-
tion projects already started, such
as the new Physics and
Astronomy building, will con-
tinue as scheduled.
Armstrong, in an interview

with the News-LetterThursday,
said that the number of faculty
lost each year through
retirements, resignations and
deaths, amounts to "about ten, so
that reducing twenty-five people
over a five year period can be
done through normal attrition,
just not replacing some people
who leave."
The administration, according

to Armstrong, is currently work-
ing with the various departments
to determine priorities in Arts and
Sciences, and to "decide where
the attrition should take place; to
figure out how to take that cut
with the least pain."
'Armstrong said that the basis

for such determinations has
already been established to some
degree. Each department submit-
ted long range planning programs
last September, stating their
needs and interests. Ad Hoc com-
mittees of departments with
similiar interests are currently go-

exhibitions

ing over these plans to determine
what would strengthen the area as
a whole.
Armstrong also said that he did

not expect such reductions to
negatively impact
undergraduates.
"I don't think this should have

,any effect on undergraduates at
all.. 'to go a little further, I think
that the reorganization that will
take place as a result of all this
activity may be beneficial. To the
undergraduates [I would say], at

worst, you will not notice it, at
best there will be some_
reorganization which might make

See PLAN, 7

Three lacrosse
players quit
team after
Saturday loss
by Steven Silber

Three Hopkins lacrosse players
,quit the lacrosse team this week.

Junior John Ciccarone, junior
,John Dressel, and freshman Mark
Dressel each voluntarily left the
squad following Saturday's 19-7
blowout against Syracuse, the
first time that Hopkins has lost by
more than four goals under the
coaching of Don Zimmerman.
Zimmerman refused to speculate
on the reasons for the players'
departures, saying, "You'll have
to talk to them."
John Dressel, who also spoke

for his younger brother, said,
"I'd like to wait a few days
before talking to the press." Cic-
carone was unavailable for
comment.

See LAX, 24

WE NEED
A BREAK. . .
. . . so we're taking a vacation.
This is the last News-Letter
that we will publish before
Spring Break. Our next issue
will be published Friday, April
1
Business hours will resume

Tuesday, March 29 at 2 p.m.
Submission deadlines are
March 29 at 5 p.m. for the Ac-
tivities Calendar and letters to
the editor, March 30 at 4 p.m.
for advertisements, and March
30 at 5 p.m. for campus notes
and quiz entries. Confusing,
isn't it?

That's all. Now go home.See FAIR, 7
Bent Goro

Seniors Carolyn Willis, Jonathan Siegal and Jennifer Stahl, chairper-
sons of Liberty '88.
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Congresswoman analyzes presidential campaign

Congresswoman Helen D. Bentley (R-Md.), who spoke Monday in a
lecture sponsored by the College Republicans.

by Tammy Halevy

A late start and a small turnout
did not stop Congresswoman
Helen G. Bentley (R—Md.) from
addressing Monday evening's
gathering of the College
Republicans. Bentley provided an
analysis of Super Tuesday, and
concluded by leading a question
and answer session.

Bentley, concerned about the
traditionally poor Republican
showings in Maryland, com-
mented, "No state, no area, no
community should be a one party
system. It's bad ... . We
[Republicans] have the possibili-
ty of losing our status as a minori-
ty party if we don't receive three
percent of the vote in the election.
"In '86 we lucked out, but that

'came mostly from the United
States Senate race with Linda
Chavez," she said. "For all too
long in Maryland, they have just
looked at the big offices. They
have not looked at starting peo-

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
Assault and Robbery

*The complainant reports that
about 3 p.m. on March 4, she
was approached by a male sub-
ject while she was walking on
parking lot R. The man
demanded her purse and the
victim resisted, at which time
the suspect cut the victim on the
hand with a knife and took her
pulse, fleeing_ south. Baltimore
City Police and Campus Police

are investing.

Larceny

*The complainant reports that
sometime between 1 and 9:45
a.m. on March 1, someone
forced open a game machine in
the Levering Hall game room
and removed an unknown
number of coins.

*Around 9 a.m. on March 3,

someone removed a woman's
wallet from a food tray in the
Terrace Room. Personal papers
and $20 are missing.

*On March 6 at 7 a.m., securi-
ty officers discovered that so-
meone had removed a parking
meter from a location near Dun-
ning Hall. The Duncan parking
meter's_ value was placed at
$250.

"CONTEMPORARY URBAN LIFE
AND SOCIAL

PROBLEMS IN POLAND"

Slide Show
And

Discussion
On

Modern Poland

By
DR. JERZY REGULSKI,
Senior Fellow, The Johns

Hopkins Institute For Policy Studies

MONDAY, MARCH 14, 1988
7:00 P.M.

The Great Hall, Levering Hall

This event is presented by the
International Fellows of the

Institute for Policy Studies and is
brought to you in cooperation with

tile Faculty/Student Interaction
Program.

This event is free and open to the
public. Reception to follow.

ple down below and working
them up." 

_
-

Bentley, who is a supporter of
Vice President George Bush's
Presidential campaign, answered
questions about specific primary
races and scenarios for post-
Super Tuesday activity.
Asked which candidate she

thought would benefit most
should Marion "Pat" Robertson
exit the race, Bentley said, "Bush
would get a little fallout if Robert-
son drops out, but-if just Robert-
son goes and [Jack] Kemp stays
in the race, the votes will go to
Kemp.. . . It will be an interesting
game of hopscotch in the next few
weeks."
The forum quickly turned to a

discussion of Bentley's stance on
trade policy. She is a rare
Republican who supports "pro-
tectionist" measures. In response
to a question regarding the status
of the trade bill currently pending
in the House of Representatives,
Bentley commented, "I support
it eventhough I don't think it is
a strong enough trade bill."
When another audience

member pursued the issue fur-
ther, an angry Bentley respond-
ed "I am a strong believer that
the only way to persuade our
trading partners to treat our goods
as we treat theirs, is to treat their
goods the way they treat ours in
their countries.

"It's good common business
sense," she continued.' "If we
didn't have quotas, Bethlehem

• Steel _would go under."

Bentley's stand on trade an-
noyed some of the audience.

Junior Charles Fitzgerald com-
mented, "She's a raving protec-
tionist. She rants and raves but
it's completely irrational. She's

I wrong."
Others, like Greg Francis,

president of the College
Republicans, were less disturbed
by Bentley's position. Francis
said, "Congresswoman Bentley's
positions are firmly grounded in
the Republican tradition, and
though she may not be the
ultimate free-trade advocate, one
must remember that above all she
is a patriot."
Other substantive policy issues

Bentley addressed included aid to
the contras in Nicaragua. Asked
whether the Reagan Administra-

.tion or some Republicans in Con-
gress would propose an alter-
'native to the recently defeated
Democratic plan for aid, Bentley
replied, "There will be
something coming up. I can't tell
you what it will be. However, it
will be better than the Speaker's
plan."
In response to a query about

Senator Barbara Mikulski's [D-
Md.] performance since her elec-
tion to the Senate in 1986,
Bentley offered praise although
she often disagrees with her.
She said, "She [Mikulski] has

,been very good [for Maryland].
I do not agree with her on many
of the conservative/non-conserva-
tive votes, but I must say that she
has done a much better job than
the senator that is up for re-
election this year, who shall re-
main nameless."

Attention Seniors &
Graduate Students:

If you are completing your degree this year and
have not registered with the Office of Career
Counseling and Placement, please stop by 224A
Mergenthaler Hall as soon as possible. Interview
schedule for March 14 to March 30 is as follows:

March 14
March 14
March 15
March 15
March 16
March 17
March 17

March 29
March 30

Fairchild Industries
Sherwood Capital
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Peace Corps
Atlantic Aerospace Electronics Corp
Sherwood Capital Inc.
Sherwood Capital Inc.-Information
Session
Putnam, Hayes, Bartlett
Harry Diamond Labs

Interviews are scheduled on a first-come, first-
serve basis. For further information regarding
interviews or services offered, please stop by
224A Mergenthaler Hall or call ext. 8056.
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Editors address recent Middle Eastern unrest
Assert declining ability of U.S. to exert political, economic influence in area
by Weijen Chang

Facing a future of economic
decline, the United States will in-
creasingly be unable to control
future events in the Middle East,
a region that will probably
undergo drastic changes in the

future because of "economic con-
traction," said MERIP Report
Editor Joe Stork Tuesday in the
Garrett Room.
Immediately following Stork's

lecture, Arab Studies Quarterly
Editor Samih Farsoun lectured on
the recent Palestinian uprising in

the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip.
The joint lecture was the se-

cond part of a month-long lecture
series titled "Crisis and Conflict
in the Middle East" and was
sponsored by the Middle East
Students Association.

Stork began by outlining the
current political, economic, and

social situation in the Middle
East, in which people are "not
citizens but subjects," and where
the past two decades of economic
expansion have not been match-
ed by similar political
advancement.
Economically, the Middle East

is now "tied to changes in the
world economy," said Stork, and
the resulting economic decline in
the Middle East today may begin
to strain "political contradic-
tions" that were never resolved
in the first place.

In addition, the "capacity of
outside powers to influence
events" in the Middle East is
declining, said Stork, adding that
Israel, a key part of the United
States' "proxy" strategy of in-
fluencing Middle East events, is
declining in power in the Middle
East, despite $10 million a day in
U.S. aid.
Stork then turned to Islam,

Richard A. Bell

MERIP Report Editor Joe Stork, who addressed an audience Tues-
day in the Garrett Room on the increasing inability of the United
States to control events in the Middle East.

which often has become a "code
word" in attempting to explain
the current problems in the Mid-
dle East, said Stork.

"It's very easy to say the pro-
blem is Islam," said Stork, but
the "phenomena" of the Middle
East today is not just a Muslim
one. This is manifested by
Lebanon and Israel—countries
dominated by Christianity and
Judaism, respectively.
"Islamic communities are not

homogenous," added Stork, who
pointed out that Islam is an urban
religion of the state in Iran, a
rural region of the opposition in
Afghanistan, and also an "op-
position" religion in Egypt and
Tunisia.
"Like other political

movements,. . [Islam] has
shown itself incapable of dealing
with the contradictions which
brought its rise," said Stork,
pointing to the Iran-Iraq War as
a failure of the "pan-Islamic
thrust."
"Nationalism," said Stork,

"has proven to be a much more
pervasive factor in the last half of
the twentieth century."
How these factors "connect

with the United States" and
American corporations, said
Stork, has to do with the
significance of the Middle East
both as a resource of oil and as
a potential market for U.S.
goods. From 1982 to 1983, said
Stork, Saudi Arabia was the
fourth largest market for U.S.
goods, ahead of West Germany.
The Middle East's proximity to

the Soviet Union makes it an area
of importance to the United
States, said Stork, who said that
American influence in the Mid-
dle East is generally strong. The
;LJ.S. has powerful allies
throughout the region, including
Egypt, Israel, and Turkey, he
said. •
The United States, however,

faces both a —lack of political en-
thusiasm in the U.S. for foreign
intervention" and a declining
economy unable to finance its

Richard A Bell
Samih Farsoun, editor of Arab Studies Quarterly, who lectured onthe recent Palestinian uprising in the West bank and the Gaza StripTuesday. Farsoun's lecture is part of a month-long series on MiddleEastern conflicts sponsored by the Middle East Student's
Association. 
military, said Stork. Both place Washington, which did not in-
"constraints" on the United clude the Palestinian matter on its
States' ability to influence events agenda.
in the Middle East, an area of ex- As a result of these causes, said
treme instability, he said. Farsoun, Israel should not expect
"The kinds of pressure that to regain firm control of the West

build up in earthquakes are Bank and The Gaza Strip.
building up politically and social- Palestinian unrest resulting
ly in the Middle East today,' said from Israeli occupation of the
Stork. area is not new, said Farsoun.
Farsoun began his lecture, tit- Ever since the occupation of the

led "The Palestinian Uprising in West Bank and Gaza Strip in
the Israeli Occupied Territories," 1967, and even as far back as the
by enumerating some causes of 1930's, Israeli occupation, or, ac-
frustration and resulting violence cording to Farsoun, "Zionist im-
among Palestinians in the West perialism," has provoked Palesti-
Bank and The Gaza Strip. nian unrest.
The causes Farsoun gave in- The Israeli treatment of the

cluded the decline in jobs in West Bank and the Gaza Strip,
neighboring oil-producing coun- said Farsoun, "can be summariz-
tries and the lack of Western at- ed as an attempt to colonize and
tention to the plight of the Palesti- exploit" the area and its
nians in the West Bank and The inhabitants—the Palestinians.
Gaza Strip, as shown by the re-
cent superpower summit in See MIDDLE EAST, 4

Required courses don't have to be dry. NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION '88

2003 Sheridan Road

Evanston, Illinois 60208

Please send my free copy of the

Summer Session '88 catalog with financial

aid and registration information.

(Available mid-March)

Name

School Address

City

State

Home Address

City

State

ZIP

ZIP

Some, some summertime...
Send the coupon or
call 1-800-FINDS-NU
(Inside Illinois call 312/491-4114) SS 2
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Student Council discusses Welch replacement
Organizational structure of administration considered at meeting

Lombardi FitzGerald.by Vensive Lamb
Under the new proposal being Of equal importance is the

At Wednesday's Student Coun- considered by the administration, budgetary situation for the new
cil meeting, President Scott Fitz- the replacement for Welch would position. After meeting with
Gerald discussed steps the Coun- no longer report directly to Lom- Armstrong and VandeLinde, Fitz-
cil is taking to ensure that bardi, but instea.: report to Arm- Gerald noted some confusion
students' perspectives regarding strong and VandeLinde. This regarding exactly to whom Welch
the replacement of Dean of Ad- move would, in effect, reduce the submitted his budget proposal.
ministration Robert Welch would power of the position in the ad- This confusion, he said, is impor-
be heard by the administration. ministrative structure. tant because an autonomous
The present administrative The main concern for students, budget for the position would

structure has Dean Welch, Dean noted FitzGerald, is whether or give Welch's replacement some
of the G.W.C. Whiting School of not the person replacing Welch sense of authority and respon-
Engineering David VandeLinde, will have the power to be as ef- sibility even if he would need to

and Arts and Sciences Dean fective as Welch has been. "Will report directly to the academic
Lloyd Armstrong all reporting the new system be beneficial or deans on other issues.

harmful to students?" asked FitzGerald commented, "Ifdirectly to Provost John

Giangiulio wins SC presidency;
Eight left in Young Trustee bid

ELECTIONS, from 1

director of the Hopkins Organiza-
tion for Programming. LiebeL-
man, a sophomore who is cur-
rently a co-chair of the Union
Board, won nearly eighty-nine
percent of the vote.

Just over 700 students voted in
the election for Young Trustee.
No percentages were released,
but the top senior received ap-
proximately 300 votes. Seventeen
candidates had run in the race.
The eight leading candidates

will participate in a run-off elec-
tion for sophomores, juniors, and
seniors Tuesday, March 15 from
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. in the Milton
S. Eisenhower Library. Since a
candidate received a majority in
each Student Council race, run-
offs for Council positions will not
be necessary.
A Board of Trustees nomi-

nating committee will interview

most 
sat fivevfoo tuceras-nyi candidates i4dTrautteee ssrdmrae.yc,s fei vr 

run-off.
nng- ot fhe.

The committee will then recom-
mend one finalist to the full Board

Students voting in the Milton S. Eisenhower library Tuesday. Elec-
tions were held to determine the executive officers of next year's
Student Council, and to narrow the field of candidates for the posi-
tion of Young Trusteee.

ELECTION RESULTS
Position Name

President Paul Diamond
Mike Fenzel
Lou Giangiulio
K. Quentin Snider
Write-in

Vice President Justin Hott
Write-in

Treasurer

Secretary

HOP Director Unice Lieberman
Write-in

Young Trustee
Winners

Anna Lee Bamforth
Bill Henry
Write-in

Shamina Jaffer
Marianne Soussa
Write-in

Steven Basta
Amitava Biswas
Victoria Celestin
Chris Dalton
Andrew Gray
Jennifer Stahl
Sahir Surmeli
Stephanie Weissman

Votes Percentage

55 8.0%
128 18.6%
366 53.4%
129 18.7%
9 1.3%

373 69.7%
162 30.3%

325 56.2%
222 38.4%
31 5.4%

314 53.7%
247 42.2%
24 4.1%

486 88.8%
61 11.2%

0

A

two deans are reviewing the
budgets, they might cut the stu-
dent services budget before their
own."

Senior Class Representative
David Gitlitz noted that organiza-
tional structure might not be a
huge problem. "Dean Welch
might be getting things done
simply because of who he is, not
his position on the administrative
chart," he said. "His effectiveness
could be a function of his per-
sonality and his desire to help
students."
"If the deans are sincere and

are really concerned with the
needs of students," noted Lou
Giangiulio, sophomore class
president, "then they are not go-
ing to disregard the needs of stu-
dent services."
Sophomore Class Represen-

tative George Lerner called it "a
question of policy" whether the
deans would advance the depart-
ments of Arts and Sciences and
Engineering at the expense of stu-
dent services.
"The best thing we can do is

bring [Armstrong and
VandeLinde] in and discuss the
issue," said FitzGerald. "This is
very important. It could mean
that it would be impossible to get
anything done on this campus."

FitzGerald also announced
some progress on the new ad-
ministrative ombudsman posi-
tion. This position will be created
to consider some of the findings

and recommendations of the
Human Climate Task Force
Report, issued last semester.
"It seems this person will

report directly to the provost,"
said FitzGerald. "He will be ac-
cessible to students and totally
concerned with their needs."

Further discussion about the
position and what the Council
hopes the position will address
was tabled until all the Council
members have had a chance to
study the Task Force Report in
greater detail.

Also at the meeting:
0'The Council extended its con-

gratulations to the newly-elected
Student Council officers and
Hopkins Organization for Pro-
gramming director for the 1988-9
school year.
NA twenty-four hour dance

marathon benefitting Students
Against Mutliple Sclerosis will be
held tonight beginning at 8 p.m.
in the ROTC building. Tickets for
those with sponsors are $1, and
$2 without sponsors. Live bands
and a disc jockey will be featured.
IGiangiulio said that the

sophomore class will be pro-
viding free pizza for today's Hop-
py Hour. Ten pizzas will be
delivered every thirty minutes
and music will be provided by the
Hopkins Jazz Ensemble.

IN.The Council would like to en-
courage all students to attend
Saturday's lacrosse game at
Washington College at 1:30 p.m.

Editors address crises
in the Middle East region

MIDDLE EAST, From 3

Farsoun continued by listing
the separate focuses of the Israeli
exploitation of the West Bank and
Gaza, including political subjuga-
tion through severe repression,
economic exploitation through
confiscation of knd and water,
holding the area as a "captive
market" for Israeli exports, and
exploitation of the Palestinians as
a cheap labor force for Israeli
industry.

Social repressions forced upon
Palestinians, according to Far-
soun, include social segregation,
discrimination in education and
housing, and idealogical and
cultural repression. He said that
the Israeli army does not allow
Palestinian paintings in black,
green, red, and white—the colors
of the Palestine Liberation
Organization flag.
An example of the economic

exploitation of the West Bank,
Gaza Strip, and their inhabitants,
according to Farsoun, is land
confiscation. Fifty-five percent of
the West Bank and thirty percent
of the Gaza Strip has been con-
fiscated by the Israelis, often to
be occupied by Israeli settlers.
In addition, Palestinian

workers, many of them college
graduates, are forced to work at
menial jobs within Israel at wages
forty to sixty percent less than
their Israeli counterparts, said
Farsoun.

"The Palestinian economy has
been 'de-developed' and its
population forced to pro-
letarianize," due to Israeli ex-
ploitation, said Farsoun.
Farsoun then turned to the

political repression of Palesti-
nians in the West Bank and Gaza,
pointing out the "iron-fist"
policy of the ruling Israeli Likud
party as the provoking factor in
Palestinian unrest.
"The severity, intensity, and

timing of the uprising is due to
Israeli provocation," said
Farsoun.
As a result, said Farsoun, the

Palestinians within and outside of
Israeli-occupied territory "have
begun to develop an institutional
structure." This has lead to the
formation of Palestinian unions,
universities, hospitals, news-
papers, and cultural centers.

Despite the severe repression
of Palestinians in the West Bank
and Gaza, Western media, until
recently, have received the "im-
pression of the happy-occupied
Palestinian," said Farsoun.

Nevertheless, now that the re-
cent unrest has "galvanized the
attention of the world," a new in-
itiative for a comprehensive set-
tlement" must be worked out,
said Farsoun, because the Palesti-
nian movement has gained in
"clarity and unity."
"Business as usual," said Far-

soun, "is long past gone."



Econ. scholar extols
libertarian principles

by Martin Stemmler

"To relieve poverty, I would repeal the
minimum wage, licensing laws regulating
the practice - a profession, union laws
which allow unions to restrict entry into
a trade. I would put the public schools on
the auction block as soon as school lets out
in June, and I would certainly throw out
social welfare."

Radical ideas—a consequence of strict
adherence to free market theory. Howard
Baetjer, a doctoral student at George
Mason University, extolled, "The New
Liberal Case for Laissez-Faire" at a lec-
ture Wednesday in Roland Hall.
As a member of The Institute for

Humane Studies, a libertarian think-tank
at George Mason, Baefjer presented the
philosophical reasons for a completely free
market society in 1988.

Baetjer's argument centers around the
individual's rights as opposed to govern-
ment's authority. "If rights precede
government," he said, "and if govern-
ments are created by people, than logical-
ly government cannot have any rightful
authority beyond that what the individuals
that set it up had to give it."
Fundamental among those rights is the

right to property. Baetjer contended that
government should not interfere with the
individual's economic freedoms. "I doubt
that individuals have a right to use force
aggressively to get what they want from
somebody else," he said. "We can't turn
over to government that sort of authority.
Just as it is wrong for you to steal a hand-
bag or a car," he continued, "it's wrong
for the government to take the handbag or
the car, even if it's to distribute the goods
to the needy or to use the car to transport

the handicapped, Government does not
have the right to take property, even if it's
to do good deeds with."

Baetjer envisioned a society "where
there is a virtual separation between
economy and state." He claimed that his
theory is not pro-business but pro-market.
In this society, government's role would
be reduced to "keeping the peace and en-
forcing contracts.
"If things are left alone, there will

emerge a wonderfully orderly society,"
he remarked. "Government's attempt to
impose a direction on society's economic
development injects chaos into order."

According to Baetjer, special interest
groups corrupt government, and regula-
tions result, benefitting a minority while
hurting the rest. While conceding that a
free market society [in the libertarian
sense] might not be perfect, Baetjer call-
ed it the best possible solution.
Racism, environmental destruction, and

belligerence, he said, are institutionalized
into law, by special interest groups. The
free market, instead would penalize those
who perpetrated such policies by making
these policies uneconomical to carry out.

Baetjer cited South Africa as a case in
point. "The white supremacist unions ad-
vocate a minimum wage to disadvantage
blacks," he said, explaining that the unions
seek to make the cost of hiring blacks as
cheap labor prohibitive to employers. A
free market allows blacks to have jobs, he
contended.
"Currently, if they hire one white per-

son instead of five blacks, the employer
pays three dollars an hour to indulge his
bigotry." said Baetjer. "The free market
allows people to bid, 'O.K., you s.o.b.,
I'll do it for less."

POP, It• )43RAMo
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Bernie Liu
Howard Baetjer, a doctoral student at George Mason University, who spoke
Wednesday on the values of a free market society in a lecture entitled The New
Liberal Case for Laissez-Faire.

Baetjer added that normal market
pressures made uneconomical the prospect
of train and bus companies in South Africa
segregating buses and trains. Jim Crow
laws reversed that idea.
On the environment, Baetjer referred to

the logging of the Tongass National Forest
in Alaska. Tax payers subsidize the logg-
ing, he noted. Without such subsidies, "it
would cost too much to build roads."

Baetjer would prefer to see the Tongass
Forest in private ownership. "The logg-
ing wouldn't have been done, because it's
uneconomical," he said.
"There are strong incentives for preser-

vation in private ownership," he con-
tinued. "If you own the buffalo or whales,
and you can sell them later, you will be
interested in preserving them."
The risk of war would be reduced in a

worldwide free market society, according
to Baetjer. "If you're interdependent," he

LL PLLL
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said, "you don't bomb your trading part-
ners, just as you don't throw Molotov
cocktails into the grocery store where you
Ft your nachos."

Baetjer claims that the government pro-
vides "perverse" incentives to the poor to
stay below the poverty level to qualify for
food stamps, housing, and Medicare. "It
really doesn't matter that they have no
skills or jobs," said Baetjer, "because
they're on social welfare."
While most of the "disadvantaged"

realize that the allure of living on the
federal dole is false, Baetjer alleged that.
"there is a detrimental psychological ef-
fect of social welfare on ten to twelve per-
cent of the population."

Baetjer favors the abolishment of Social
Security, also advocating "no bailouts of

' large corporations, no small business
loans, no grants to college students."

Glass Pavilion 4-7:30 p.m.4,
*FREE MUNCHIES MUSIC BY JAZZ BAND* 

47* Beer
1 

Soda eer ** ** Admission is free and open ** ** hto the entire Hopkins community ** ** Sponsored by the Sophomore Class *** *
* *
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Sexual harrassment lecture held
Leys, Van Utt define Hopkins' role
in providing support for victims
by Jonathan Engler

The Hopkins Sexual Harass-
ment Advisors' Network held a
symposium last Thursday to ad-
dress the issue of sexual harass-
ment at Hopkins, as well as to
give advice as to what to do if one
has been harassed.
Created to complement the

1980 Hopkins guidelines relating
to sexual harassment in the
University workplace and
classroom, the network consists
of thirteen members from
Hopkins.
Ruth Leys, a network member

and executive director of the
Mind/Brain Institute, said, "The
idea is to make sure there are
many access points [for com-
plainants], because people who
have been harassed are often
reluctant to come forward." An
alternative to filing a formal
claim, contact with the network
is confidential unless the complai-
nant directs otherwise.
Hopkins' and the network's

definition of sexual harassment is,
"the use of a person's acceptance
of requests for sexual favors, or
a refusal to accept such requests,
as a basis for making employment
or academic decisions about that
person, " or, "the creation of a
hostile or intimidating environ-
ment because of unwanted com-
ments or actions of sexual_

abuse."
While many who are being

harassed believe that they must
put up with the abuse as par for
the course, Leys stressed that the
opposite is true. -
"The University has a legal

obligation to worry about sexual
harassment, " she said, and has
many, many approaches to ad-
dress an incident. Sexual harass-
ment can be as obvious as un-
wanted physical contact or as sub-
tle as offhand remarks that make
a victim feel uncomfortable and
not respected as a professional.
The latter situation could be so

subtle that harassers and victims
would not recognize it as abuse.
Network member and Universi-
ty Chaplain _Gretchen Van Utt

said, "Sometimes it [the harass-
ment] isn't intentional. . .
sometimes people just need it
pointed out."
As a result of this problem,

when a student or employee con-
tacts the network, he does not
necessarily have to file a formal
complaint, nor must he release his
name.
While Leys emphasized that

"one of the responsibilities of the
network is to get the complaint to
the supervisors. "If an individual
does not want to get involved, the
complaint can be aired in broad
generalities at a department '
meeting. Often, said Leys, the
defender understands the
message.

News-Letter file

Ruth Leys, executive director of the Mind-Brain Institute, who ad-
dressed the issue of sexual harrassment at Hopkins in a symposium
last Thursday. Leys is also a member of the Hopkins Sexual Har-
rassment Advisors' Network.

NEWS BRIEF
Vice Provost Zdanis to leave University; resigns post this summer
Cleveland, OH—Richard A.
Zdanis has been named provost
and University vice president of
Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity. Zdanis will assume his
new responsibilities July 1.
Zdanis will be joining

CWRU following a twenty-five
year career at The Johns
Hopkins University, where he
currently serves as vice pro-
vost. He earned his B.A. and

Ph.D. degrees from Hopkins,
specializing in the field of high-
energy physics.

Zdanis' career has encom-
passed both academic and ad-
ministrative functions. After
completion of his Ph.D. in
1960, he became a research
associate and then instructor at
Princeton University. Later, he
returned to his alma mater and
achieved the respective posi-

tions of professor, associate
provost, and vice president for
administrative services before
he became vice provost in 1979.
He also worked closely with

federal agencies and other
groups on matters of national
research priorities and support.
"Dr. Zdanis' high standards,

his understanding of the issues
facing private research univer-
sities, and his calm determina-

tion in addressing those issues
made him an exceptional can-
didate," said CWRU President
Agnar Pytte in announcing the
appointment. "He is a highly
qualified and experienced in-
dividual, well-versed in both the
academic and administrative
aspects of university life."

Rotupda
Wipe
aid

Spirits

Rotunda Mall
(within walking distance)

711 W. 40th Street
467-7777

Students Welcome

Beer on Sale All the Time
Quantity and Party Discounts

Tuesdays and Wednesdays 10%
Off All Wines

Checks and charges accepted

Checks cashed for students

Personal Touch Laundry Service

•

Offering to Johns Hopkins
Staff, Faculty & Students

Wash Dry & Fold Service
for 80f: per pound
15 pound minimum

Pick Up & Delivery

We do laundry professionally
but in a personal way

Call a representative at
327-6277 917 Caroline St.
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Armstrong proposes five- year deficit
A & S faculty to shrink by ten percent;
Construction projects deferred

PLAN, from 1

for more effective teaching."
Armstrong did concede the

potential danger smaller depart-
ments face of losing single,
crucial members under the terms
of his plan. He stressed again
however the intention of the
University to identify and
establish pr iorities with regard to
all academid departments.
"A lot of our departments are

very small and the loss of a single
person would be catastrophic.
When we identify we have a
small department that is crucial
and critical to the population, we
will make sure it does not
suffer."
Armstrong did not dismiss the

possibility of combining depart-
ments with similiar interests.
"At this point, we are keeping

our options open. We don't have
any plans, but we are trying to in-
vestigate what our alternatives
and opportunities are."
"Universities are in a state of

constant evolution. A lot of

departments that were there 80
years ago, don't exist today and
a lot of departments that weren;t
there, are major departments to-
day," he noted.
"I think in times of financial

stringency, evolution moves
perhaps more rapidly than other-
wise. But if there is an evolution,
in terms of combining, or maybe
splitting departments, it will be
done because we see that as in-
tellectually and educationally, the
way it should be done, not finan-
cially, or fiscally.We will try to
use this state of flux for positive
ends as best we can, " conclud-
ed Armstrong.
While Armstrong regrets the

reduction in faculty numbers, he
maintains the proposal comes
strictly out of the heed to get the
deficit problem under control.
"There are not very many

ways to change in a typical
university. Almost all of our ex-
penses are related to faculty
salaries, so if you want to cut
back on expenses, basically the
only way to do that is to get rid

indefinitely
of faculty," said Armstrong.
"other ways [to cut back ex-

penses] would be to cut back stu-
dent aid, or things related to
students, such as subsidies to dor-
mitories," he continued. "But we
don't do ourselves any service if
we give less student aid, in terms
of scholarships, or if we cut off
the things we are doing for
students."
Armstrong also stressed the

false economy of cutting back in
the other big expense areas such
as the library and maintenance of
the physical plant.
"There is so little that can be

trimmed and one of the few areas
that can be trimmed is in terms
of faculty," concluded Arm-
strong. "And there obviously the
flexibility is not very large.

The five year plan has yet to
approved by University ad-
ministration and by the Board of
Trustees. It will be presented,
along with the fiscal plans of
other University divisions, at the
April meeting of the Board.

plan

Richard A Bell
Lloyd Armstrong Jr., dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, who
proposed this week a five-year plan to combat the budget deficit in
the School. The plan calls for a ten percent reduction in faculty size
over the next five years.

Liberty /88 theme characterizes fair
FAIR, from 1

something different," said Willis.,
"Also, the theme allows us to in-
corporate many special events."

Foremost among the Fair's col-
onial features will be a perfor-
mance by the Third United States
Infantry Ceremonial Colonial
Unit Saturday at 1:00 p.m. on
Garland Field. Known as the 'Old
Guard,' the United States Army
Drill Team serves as the Presi-
dent's official ceremonial unit and
performs in various national and
ternational ceremonies during

the year.
In addition, the South River

Sutlers, a group of professional
educators and trained historical
instructors, will demonstrate
numerous skills practiced in col-
onial times throughout the three
days of the Fair. The group's pro-
gram features woodworking,
blacksmithing, spinning, soap-
making, and candle-dipping.
Other colonial accents include

exhibitions by the Maryland Quilt
Guild and performances by the
First Maryland Regiment. The
Regiment, a group of thirty men,
will play music, tell stories, set
up a mock camp, and possibly
perform a musket drill on
Garland Field.
Besides theme-related ac-

tivities, "Liberty '88" offers, ac-
cording to Stahl, "something for
'everyone, from the car show to
the arts and crafts booths to the
children's rides."

Television news anchorwoman
Sally Thorner wil: help begin the
weekend's festivites at the open-
ing ceremony, featuring a balloon
ascension by local school children
in front of Shriver Hall Friday at
12:00 p.m.
Both student groups and local

merchants will operate food
booths, offering traditional Fair
treats such as gyros, pizza, french
fries, lemonade, cotton candy,
and ice cream. Alcoholic

beverages will once again be
available to those over twenty-
one at the Beer Garden in the
President's Garden.

Arts and Crafts booths will
display their wares on the Upper
and Lower Quads, and various
non-profit organizations, such as
the Maryland Association for the
Piutection of Animals and the
Chaplain's office, will also set up
booths.

Additional daytime Fair ac-
tivities include a kite show on Fri-
day afternoon, a dog show on
Saturday, and a car show on
Saturday and Sunday. Jugglers
and clowns will be featured
throughout the weekend along
with performances of jazz, blue
grass, and folk music.

Special emphasis this year will
be on Spring Fair's nighttime
musical entertainment, geared
toward Hopkin's student popula-
tion. Various rock bands will per-
form Friday and Saturday nights
in Shriver, in the Great Hall, and
in the Glass Pavilion, and student
bands will play in Chester's
Place. Tickets for the BoDeans
concert in Shriver beginning
Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. are
now on sale at the Union Desk for
$9.50.
"We're hoping for a big turn-

out for the Fair's nighttime
events," said Siegel. "We've
tried to make the entertainment as
appealing as possible to students.
There will be no conflict this year
with finals, and we've lined up
great bands at a very inexpensive
cost."
"We have forty-five chairper-

sons plus 300 more students on
committees who are directly in-
volved with Spring Fair," ex-
plained Siegel. "Between food,
beer, bands, parking, security,
and trash duty, most of Hopkins'
student population gets
involved."
With the objective of further in-

creasing direct student involve-
ment in the Fair, "Liberty '88"
is tentatively scheduling carnival
style games to be operated by stu-
dent groups on the Midway sec-
tion of campus. Fraternities,
clubs, dorms, and other groups
can design their own games, and
Fair organizers will provide the
prizes. Student groups interested
in running a booth should submit
an application to the Spring Fair
by March 15.
The idea for midway games

came about, said Siegel, "when
we asked people what they
thought were disadvantages to
Spring Fair's organization in the
past. People said there weren't
enough events which the students
could participate in, so we decid-
ed, although the plans are still

tentative, to get student groups to
run the midway games.-

, Another new feature of "Liber-
ty '88" focuses on faculty
members, who this yearc—a-dfo-Fni.
teams to participate in the Fair
Games played Saturday and Sun-
day on Garland Field.
"There are just so many things

to do at Spring Fair—it's
unbelievable!" exclaimed Stahl.
"It's definitely my favorite time
at Hopkins—the campus really
comes alive. Just tell everyone to
pray for good weather."

Siegel added, "Anyone in-
terested in helping prepare for
Spring Fair would be definitely
welcome. We have so much to do
and we'd love to have as many
people as want to help."

TENANT HOUSE — NO
RENT TO PAY. Private
House in Country, twenty
minutes from JHU. Three
rooms plus kitchen, bath,
porch, yard, spare room. In-
stead of paying rent, work
on premises in spare time.
Pay only for fuel and utilities.
Suitable for married
graduate student. Call
363-1070. •

oinim 

CLASSIFIEDS
QUIKTYPE—Professional typ-
ing/word processing. 7 days!
week. Ask about our student rates.
Bring this ad for 10% discount off
1st paper. 542-2755.

ROLAND PARK TOWNHOUSE—
for sale by owner. Excellent condi-
tion. 4 bedroom, 21/2 bath, hard-
wood floors, 9ft ceilings, remodel-
ed kitchen and bath, garage. Open
house—Sunday 2-5 PM.
235-4204.

THE HOPKINS

JIGAMSA

JEWISH INTERPROFESSIONALS, GRADUATE
AND MEDICAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

INVITES YOU TO

'FALLAFELL mum II'
A POST-PURIM PRE-PASSOVER CELEBRATION

FUN FILLED FOLK DANCING AND FOOD
* * * * *

SUNDAY MARCH 27TH

THE RATHSKELLAR
JHU HOMEWOOD CAMPUS

* * *

7:30PM

S4 RESERVATION BY MARCH 23RD
S5 AT THE DOOR

FOR MORE FREE FACTS: CALL BILL 655-8695

OR NADIA 358-3155

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropol-
ogy, art, bilingual edu-
cation, folk music and
folk dance, history,
phonetics, political sci-
ence, Spanish langu-
age-end literature and
intensive Spanish. Six-
week session. July 4-
August 12, 1988. Fully
accredited program.
Tuition $510. Room
and board in Mexican
home $540.

EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara

Summer School
Education Bldg., Room 225

University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-4729 or

621-4720
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Strong-arming the Deficit
The proposal by Dean of the School of Arts

and Sciences Lloyd Armstrong to to address the
deficit in that school raises a number of com-
plex questions.
The five year plan, proposed in response to

the expected budget deficit of $2 million, calls
for the shrinking of the faculty by 10 percent.
This is to be achieved in large measure by at-
trition, so although last December's hiring
freeze was lifted in February, little hiring will
occur in the next year.

It is hard to understand how the money sav-
ed from the loss of approximately 25 faculty
members could possibly solve the Arts and
Sciences' deficit problems in the long run.

Muller has said that the School's deficit pro-
blem is a chronic one. The faculty reduction
might be a financial solution, but it may also
undermine the reputation of the University as
a whole. Furthermore, if the reduction is to pro-
ceed, for the most part, through attrition, then
our losses will be random. Given the varying
department sizes and ages of the faculty, some
departments could be hit much harder than
others.

Armstrong has recently promised to evaluate
each of the School's departments. This might
be pretty difficult to do until his five-year plan
is carried out.
There is no doubt that Armstrong has given

this plan a lot of thought, and that he believes
it's the only feasible way of solving the deficit
problem. It probably is. Because even though
the University finished the last fiscal year with
a $16 million surplus—and even though Muller
himself admitted that Arts and Sciences con-
stantly operates on a deficit and cannot make
money—Armstrong is expected to dig his

Opinion

school out of its $2 million hole all by himself.
And—just to add insult to injury—he's got to
cut necessary construction and renovations, as
well as shrink the faculty.
The plan would also delay the much needed

construction of Gilman Hall and the construc-
tion of a new chemistry building until "out of
the forseeable future," according to Armstrong.

It seems logical to delay any new construc-
tion work; however, this work was to be done
using the proceeds of the Series 1985A Revenue
Bonds—a $209 million package which finances
an extensive renovation and building program
for Homewood. According to the Bond Issue
statement, Gilman Hall renovation would cost
$4 million and was originally to have been com-
pleted by 1987. Other work wound up
preceeding the Gilman project; regardless, why
does the Arts and Sciences budget situation pre-
vent the continuation of the scheduled construc-
tion plans?
The questions posed here demand a response

because they contradict University policy as it
had been stated earlier and because both Muller
and Armstrong insisted that the deficit would
in no way affect undergraduates. It is hard to
believe that cutting faculty and postponing need-
ed construction will not hurt undergraduate
education.
There can be no overstating the importance

of a healthy academic environment for the good
of Hopkins University, and of the students who
attend it. To keep a healthy environment deficits
must be addressed; so must the people who
comprise the institution be kept honestly in-
formed of the repercussions of proposed
execution.

Frederick Assaf, Michael Guido 

The Administration LEIs it on Thick
The 1988 Fiji Islander will take

place on April 9th at the B.I.A.
fields off of San Martin Drive.
The Islander proved to be one of
Hopkins' biggest and most suc-
cessful parties last year, drawing
praise from the News-Letter and
the Dean of Students' Office.
This year we have begun to plan
the Islander under a somewhat
stifling hand.
As some may know, there was

a limited amount of concern over
last year's Islander T-shirts being
racially and sexually offensive.
Although the shirts were offen-
sive, they were only intended in
good fun and modeled after tradi-
tional Fiji relics.

Since then, times have chang-
ed and our fraternity has become
sensitized to this larger issue of
prejudice, even if it means ex-
tinguishing some outdated frater-
nity traditions. This year's
Islander will not bear the tradi-
tional Fiji Island Man nor
will it bear the term
KAMANIWANNALAYA.
The Fiji brothers took it upon

themselves to banish the black
caricature from our shirts but
thought it acceptable to

change the spelling of
KAMANIWANNALAYA to
KAMANIVVANNALEIYATOO.
This may be seen by some as
hardly a step in the right direc-
tion. Although this is a minor
change, the brothers felt as
though it showed our concern
with the problem of sexism on
campus while retaining the Island
theme. (Everyone does receive a
LEI at the door.) The administra-
tion did not agree.
This past week the Fraternity of

Phi Gamma Delta was informed
that its efforts at eliminating the
problem of sexism on the shirt
were not sufficient. This news
came with serious implications;
we would be closed down if we
were to distribute the
KAMANIWANNALEIYATOO
shirts. Having printed 400 shirts
in anticipation of a great party,
this put a great financial burden
on us. Our only solution to the
problem was to censor the shirts
with a black bar.

It is important to point out that
we have made a mistake and in
no way intended to downgrade
women, but only to retain our
Island theme. We have made

every effort to correct this pro-
blem—on the T-shirts and on any
future advertisements, but unfor-
tunately we have already
distributed over 400 tickets. To
those people who are offended by
the tickets, we are truly sorry.
We hope that you will consider
our correction of the shirts as a
measure of the concern that we
have for this problem. In addition
to the censoring of our shirts, Phi
Gamma Delta, in conjunction
with the Office of the Dean of
Students, will be sponsoring a
lecture entitled "Sexism in
Advertising" given by Mark
Crispin Miller of The Writing
Seminars some time in April.
Finally, we welcome and en-
courage discussion of sexism, its
implications, and its boundaries.
Where and how the boundaries of
sexism should be defined are cen-
tral issues on our campus.
So with this in mind, Fiji

wishes to start over with its
original intention. . . to have the
best party this campus has ever
seen. See you on April 9th! Don't
question the price, because all of
the proceeds go to the Johns
Hopkins Children's Center.

by A. Lee Davis

*Stirred by Amitava Biswas' self-
touting spouting on these pages
last week, I made it a point to
read every word the bumper crop
of candidates had to say in the
Young Trustees outline book I
found in my Gilman box. There
were a few candidates who seem-
ed to have their act together, and
at least four who appeared wor-
thy of the title "Young Trustee."
Some wanna-be's brought up
their own love for Hopkins as a
legitimate reason for election,
while others expected the
trusteeship to be not just a job,
but a "thrilling" adventure. Mr.
Dalton was quite perspicacious in
calling Hopkins "an empty pro-
mise" (razor-accurate ter-
minology if I've ever heard it),
and Mr. Biswas whipped off a
cute little Road Runner analogy
near the end of his ever-
digressing argument. Miss
Celestin's well-organized and
ambitious program missed by a
hair on one point—the question
isn't "Why do we so often dread
returning to Hopkins for another
semester?" but "Why do we
return to Hopkins? Are we
dumber than we look?" While
hometown-boy Mr. Cortezi
deserves praise for being such
a hard worker, the fact that he has
"little time" for activities outside
of his full-time job and studies
leads me to wonder whether my
vote for him would just be hasten-
ing another burden. Mr. Gitlitz
(whose frankness serves him well
in my book) is fortunate to have
friends who don't "sink back in-
to a morass of work and study-
ing," but is he sure they go to
Hopkins? Mr. Gray, who has

targeted a reversal of the A&S
deficit as a main goal, will win
my vote if I will no longer have
to pay for the Xerox copies made
in my French class. For Mr. Han-
son, I have one question: why is
a major in IR and career goal of
surgeon "precisely the kind of
background a Young Trustee
should possess?— I don't get it.
Mr. Lang's humor went unap-
preciated, while Mr. Surmeli,
Miss Stahl, Mr. Basta and Miss
Weissman spoke, deservedly so,
as the voices of experience. Good
luck to all.

'Back home in Rhode Island, my
favorite radio station is WBRU,
Brown University's spot on the
dial. Their slogan proclaims them
to be "New England's Finest
Rock and Roll," an assertion
neither me nor my friends have
ever had reason to dispute. Some
time ago I was talking to a high-
school chum, Paula, who current-
ly attends Brown. She was spen-
ding the weekend with us in
Baltimore, after a short visit with
an on-again, off-again beau at the
Naval Academy. Somehow the
topic got around to music, and
she asked me what station was on
the radio. "DC 101," I told her.
"Ted (the sailor) listens to
WHFS," she said. "A fine
choice," I replied then told her
that DC 101 and HFS were the
only stations that could hold a
candle to BRU, and then only on
their good days. "Well, what
about Hopkins' station?" she ask-
ed. Ah my naive little sweet! I
was reminded of my conversation
with Paula because this past
week, my father-in-law, who is a

See LEEWAY, 12
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Seiler's: Offering alternatives to the monopoly

NEWS-LETTER/9

The Seiler's Corporation is a food-service monopoly dom- students are offered on campus administrators and professors There are alternatives to this
monopoly with no competition mated by the Seiler's Corpora- for food service, and its services who do have cars and can go off monopoly. Supply-side adjust-
and no incentive to improve. tion. The Terrace Room, Lever- and hours are very limited. campus. Furthermore, Levering ment by introducing competition
There seems to have been a rash ing, the Snack Bar, and even the GCS's success proves the ef- relies on daily sales to generate will improve quality and create an
of "Seiler's-bashing" in News- soda and change machines are run ficacy of competition. Off cam- profits. Ergo, they raise the quali- equitably-priced meal plan. This
Letters of late, but allow me to by Seiler's because of an um- pus, it is next to impossible to get ty of food and ever-so-slightly could be done in several ways.
bash again with a fresh approach. brella contract signed with the to any "fast food" places without lower prices to keep their crowds First, the next contract should not
We as students have no reason to university giving them market ex- a car. So, students are forced to and profits rolling in. be an umbrella one. Companies
think that the quality or prices of clusivity. I commend the Seiler's give Seiler's business. The Terrace Room, on the should bid separately for Lever-
campus food service will ever im- Corporation on their profit- As many of you have noticed, other hand, is an institution run ing, the Terrace Room, and the
prove. My logic is based on pure- making ability, but I question the quality and prices are slightly bet- almost purely from contract Snack Bar. Students should have
ly economic reasoning, university's rationale for allowing ter at Levering than the Terrace payments. All students in campus a choice of meal plans, and the
Improved quality' and fair a monopoly to drive prices up and room. Why? To a small degree, housing are forced to pay to eat different cash prices between

prices are almost always a direct quality down. Levering is subject to the risk of there, even if they actually do not locations would improve quality
result of market competition. The The Gilman Coffee Shop is market failure. At Levering, a eat the meals. Next year, even if at all the locations. It would be
Johns Hopkins University is a currently the only alternative large portion of the customers are all the on-campus people choose necessary for the Terrace Room

to go off campus and leave the to be "good" and "cheap" to
meal plan, there will be a fresh survive in a world of competition
load of freshmen given no choice with Levering. Gilman, and the
in the matter. The demand for Snack Bar.
food in the Terrace Room is corn- Second, a charge system could
pletely irrelevant to its income, be introduced, such as the
The Terrace Room has ab- ValiDine card system present at

solutely no incentive to make its schools like Vanderbilt Universi-
food "good." Because they have ty to cite only one example.
cash in hand from contracts and Essentially, a charge system
because they do not have to at- operates on the premise that your
tract a crowd of consumers, their dining card can be used to charge
goal throughout the term is to individual items—not entire
maximize profits. The simplest meals—at any location on cam-
thing to do is to cut corners pus. This gives the students flex-
whenever possible. If they cut ibility by having only one univer-
corners and the food is bad, they sity meal plan, per se, but a
might get a nasty comment writ- choice of places to go and eat on
ten on a napkin, but they lose no
money at all!

Exposing Nearby Nature
by Eric Ruck

I don't know how many people
I've lectured this year about never
going to the Baltimore Museum
of Art. One particular friend of
mine, a senior med student cur-
rently not enrolled in any courses,
just waiting for the Spring Com-
mencement, proudly exclaimed
that in his nearly four years at
Hopkins he had been to the BMA
for the first time this past
January, when the Dr. Seuss ex-
hibit was here as part of its tour.
Now I am certainly not the

most appreciative of art, and I can
live without the modern art that
takes up a good amount of space
at the BMA, but I still feel that
an occasional trip to the museum
is called for. There are many dif-
ferent exhibits, many non-
permanent so that each time you
go there will be something dif-
ferent and maybe even in-
teresting. If Dr. Seuss doesn't
strike a chord, how about doll
houses, or just going to see the
famous Rodin sculpture, The
Thinker?
But I am not going to lecture

anyone about the Baltimore
Museum of Art today. I am just
using that as a highly-visible (at
least to Hopkins students) exam-
ple of the nearby Baltimore

cultural scene, where one really
can blow off a bit of acquired
steam from time to time.
This comes to mind because

last Monday, on account of the
good weather, I decided to go for
a walk. I had alivady been down
to the harbor and back, and I had
also fairly recently made a trip in
the other direction, northward on
Charles Street, so my friend and
I decided to go either east or
west. She said she had never been
to Druid Hill Park before, so that
settled it.

After a roundabout route
because we didn't bother follow-
ing those little blue signs that say
"Zoo" and, have an arrow poin-
ting straight up, we came upon a
reservoir; past that, the green
pavilions of the park, and a large
yellow building that I had been to
before. I think anyone here can
appreciate the merits of a park in
early spring, so I'd like to
elaborate on that building a little.
That building is called "The

Conservatory," and it is actual-
ly several large greenhouses fill-
ed with all manners of tropical
plants, orchids, ferns, giant birds
of paradise, and innumerable
others, all landscaped with a lit-
tle wooden bridge over running
water and a stone path here and
there. There is also a little pic-

torial history of the Baltimore
park system and an outdoor
garden there, although that is still
being prepared for this season.
This is a freebie, although there
is a donations box set up. Paying
Hopkins tuition, however, I ab-
solve you of all guilt of passing
this box by.

This place is truly magnificent.
Although as a child you may have
the same memory of parents
dragging you to one of these
places, and all you could
remember was something to the
effect of "boring, boring, bor-
ing . . . " I think that after cram-
ming for this test, and staying up
all night for that paper, and ripp-
ing this bee's eye out to study a
diffraction pattern, your attitude
towards the first bee of the season
flying around potted primroses
may not be what you'd expect.

If you go there and still feel that
flowers aren't for you, then you
still have your park in early
spring, pavilions, reservoir, and
zoo.
The easy and proper way to get

to this paradise is by following
the little blue and green attraction
signs that can be found all over
Baltimore. The one you need can
be found at Charles and 29th
streets, just past the News-Letter
Gatehouse.
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See SEILER'S, 13

THE CHRONICLE
Tuition Opinion

From The Chronicle of Higher Education, copyright 1988.
Reprinted with permission.

by Harold Howe, II

Education Secretary William J. Bennett has been making headlines
with the charge that American colleges are irresponsibly increasing
tuition without first making their operations more efficient. He is
grousing about the increases because the Education Department pays
a good percentage of the college costs of needy students, and when
colleges raise tuition to get more money, his department must either
contribute more or help fewer students.

College presidents have responded with salvos about inadequate
faculty salaries, increasing maintenance costs, and the care with which
their frugal budgets are planned. But as far as I know, none of them
has pointed out what a bargain a college education is today.
Consider the arithmetic of what it costs a college to educate a stu-

dent for a year. While there is a wide variation among institutions,
on average it requires about $12,000 per student to provide all the
services at a residential college. The money to pay for those services
comes from various sources, depending on whether the college is
private or public and on family circumstances. In general, a typical
student's family actually pays less than half the cost of his or her higher
education.
To pursue the arithmetic further, since students are in college about

200 days a year, the cost of a day of education works out to an average
of $60. I can't help wondering if the Secretary has ever taken a careful
look at what students get for that money (much of which comes from
the colleges themselves and outside agencies). Here is an incomplete
list:
*A room and bath (often semi-private) and three meals, plus heat and
electricity.
*A variety of free or low-cost cultural, social, and sports events, as
well as extra-curricular activities ranging from dramatics to the cam-
pus newspaper.
•Special student facilities for socializing and meeting members of the
opposite sex.
*What amounts to a club membership for recreation, including swim-
ming, tennis, golf (except in cities), and other sports.
'Team-sports programs, with special arrangements for skilled athletes,
who in effect are paid to attend college.
*A health department offering care for both physical and psychological
ills.
*Counseling services to assist with education, vocational, and per-
sonal decisions, and a placement office to turn to for help finding
jobs during the academic year, in the summer, and after graduation.
"Study-abroad programs, with most of the cost covered by the amount
the student and other sources pay for the year on campus.
'Access to special educational facilities and opportunities such as
libraries, laboratories, museums, field trips, and guest lectures, as
well as special tutoring when required.

See CHRONICLE, 13
It 1
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Cy Anderson
Discerning the real solvable
You may have noticed posters

around campus early this week
featuring a candidate with an eye-
catching physique. The posters
were for Paul Diamond for Stu-
dent Council President and I am
going to try to explain what made
him decide to run.
The Student Council seems to

be a body which is incapable of
focusing upon real, solvable
issues. It certainly isn't for lack
of problems. For starters, let's
talk about the service monopolies
which Hopkins contracts out: the
cafeteria, the bank, the dor-
mitories' washers and dryers, and
the bookstore. Every year we
force our freshmen to eat low
quality food at exorbitant prices
and to use washers and dryers
that were never meant to stand up
to the abuse that they take. Every

year people complain about their
treatment at First National, but
put up with it because of its con-
venience. Lately, the bookstore,
which has us in a choke hold, has
decided that it will no longer buy
back text books at half-price.
Now when I read the News-

Letter, I am told that the issue for
this campaign is the Hopkins
psyche and on-campus housing.
Let's talk about this a little bit.
Yes, on-campus housing is a pro-
blem, but there are already plans
for more dorms and adding more
than that would begin to disturb
the beauty of the campus. Face it,
we can't all live on campus. In-
stead, off-campus housing should
be more centrally organized than
it currently is. Now for the other
problem—the Hopkins psyche. If
you expect any great change

you're going to be banging your
head against a wall. The
"throatism" will not go away un-
til you give premeds guaranteed
admissions into med school. Part
of this is caused by the course
workload. Last year a magazine
rated Hopkins as having the
highest workload anywhere. The
only thing I can suggest is to take
engineering courses where it
doesn't matter how much you
study, only how well you unders-
tand it, or creative courses like
writing sems where quantity does
not matter.
As for "sexual intolerance" it

is my opinion that someone is us-
ing the News-Letter as a platform
to shovel this B.S. I have never
seen an act of sexual intolerance.
The girls at Hopkins have proven
themselves to be every bit as

Bruce's Police Adventure
Bruce A. Henoch

No, this will not continue ad
nauseum. In order to quell the
fears of certain editors, this
disclaimer must be included, for
I was informed that, though this
series be interesting, it will not
keep the average reader clutched
in its claws for the balance of the
semester. Ipso facto it behooves
me to finish this series in one or
two more installments, at which
time I will be ready to move on
to greener pastures.
The Much Pheared Physical

Agility Test was perhaps the most
interesting and fun of all the ap-

plication steps on the road to the
Police Department. Having taken
the admonition about tardiness to
heart, the last thing I wanted to
do was walk in at 5:35 p.m. I ar-
rived at 5:20 or so, and naturally
as can be was forced to stand do-
ing nothing for at least forty-five
minutes. Finally the same officer
who had administered the written
test, who we shall give the ap-
pelation "Officer A," arrived
with another officer whom he
called "white guy," who we shall
name "Officer B." We were led
up to the gym, the 'we' a group
consisteng perhaps of 35 people
of all races, genders, creeds,

religions, nationalities, and eye
colors, except for that most of us
were black and female, with a
light smattering of white males
and an even smaller percentage of
black males.
The test was fun. Make no

bones about it. And the main goal
of the officers was to get
everybody there to pass with fly-
ing colors. The test consisted of
timed and untimed trials of speed
and strength, such as dragging a
167 pound dummy down a fifty
foot hall, lifting a tire to eye level,
and jumping over a 5'7" wall at

See POLICE, 13

issues for SC
capable as the guys and I have yet
to find anyone who has a problem
with that.
And don't tell me there isn't an

honor code. The ethics board can
only function with student and
teacher cooperation and you
aren't going to get any more by
rearranging the rules. If you have
a specific problem with the ethics
board, come out and say it, don't

start vague rumors. I've seen the
process in action and the process
works.
As for divestment from South

Africa, if we the undergraduates
were able to tell the Hopkins cor-
poration how to invest its assets,
it would be like the tail wagging
the dog indeed. However, it

See DIAMOND, 13

Letters 
Letters Policy Revision

To the Editor:

A number of criticisms of Lisa
Lindsay's letter to the editor in
last week's News-Letter are in
order. The alleged essence of
Lindsay's letter is her concern
that a rumored revision in the
Letters Policy, limiting letters to
the editor to those which pertain
to campus-related issues, will in-
hibit "greater understanding of
world events among Hopkins
students."

First, writing a letter based on
a rumor is poor scholarship and
reveals that Lindsay is not truly
concerned enough over the
rumored change in policy to
verify whether or not the rumor
is substantive. If Lindsay were as
concerned as she would like us to
believe, she could have easily in-
quired of the editors themselves
if the rumored policy revision
were true. If the real motivation

behind Lindsay's letter was not to
protest a revised Letter Policy,
what was her hidden agenda?
Perhaps a politicized account of
recent South African events?
Whatever Lindsay's motivation,
her letter strikes me as dis-
ingenuous in its appeal to main-
tain the present Letters Policy.
Not to denigrate the content of

the News-Letter or affront its
staff, but the more egregious of
Lindsay's transgressions is her
assertion that the school paper
provides Hopkins students with a
significant part of their exposure
to world events. This contention
is asinine. Not only is a weekly
student publication which
primarily deals with campus-
related issues a poor medium
through which to keep abreast of
global events, but those students
who do rely on the News-Letter
for such purposes are in sorry
shape indeed. Further, Lindsay is
presumptuous in offering her

See LETTERS, 11
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LETTERS, From 10

politically biased, cursory over-
view of recent events in South
Africa as evidence of the way in
which letters to the editor foster
greater understanding of world
events among Hopkins students.
Does Lindsay actually have the
audacity to think that her letter
has in some significant way
helped to draw Hopkins students
out of their "ivory tower" and in-
still in them a greater understan-
ding of world events?

In short, the reasoning (sic)
behind Lindsay's letter is
deplorably, even pathetically, in-
adequate and only serves to fur-
ther convince me that the Letters
Policy is belatedly in need of
revision.

Kevin G. Lee

Bagging the Rutabaga

To the Editor:

I do not often write letters to
newspapers, but I feel compelled
to commend Sandrine Tiller and
Erik Ledbetter for their insightful
letter in your March 4th issue.
Tiller and Ledbetter criticized the
News-Letter's poor copy editing
and found 4 errors.
What kind of sham are you

guys running at the Gatehouse?!
4 errors! I think the students at
Hopkins should consider whether
or not they want their tuition
money to go to an organization
that allows 4 typos in a 24-page
issue. (I personally switched from
The Baltimore Sun to The
Washington Post when one of
their two-bit writers misspelled
the word "rutabaga" on October
12th, 1986 on page 3 of the sports
section.)
I'm afraid I must urge you to

disband immediately, and
distribute your remaining budget
among the student body who is
fed up with your mistakes.

Eric Blumenfield

Fluffy Facts

To the Editor:

I was impressed by the News
section's election coverage and
the Sports section's Lacrosse '88
pull-out. I was unimpressed,
however, by the Books section.
Sections between News and
Sports—called, when I wrote for
the News-Letter, "Fluff"
sections—can be too fluffy. I'm
not talking about opinions, but
straightforward factual reporting.
Jay Lechtman's review of A

Sinking Island, for example, im-
plies that Hugh Kenner is lesser
known than Writing Seminars'
Dixon, Sacks, Boylan, and St.
John. With all due respect to the
Writing Seminars, Kenner's
name is far better known in his
field than those professors men-
tioned. And David St. John is no
longer with the University.
Lechtman's review is in-

complete as well. He fails to
report that the book, an examina-
tion of modernism in England, is
the third book in a trilogy which
previously examined modernism
in America and Ireland. He also
leaves out Kenner's main thesis:
while America and Ireland em-

braced modernism, England
largely ignored it, to the detri-
ment of its literature. That's a lot
to leave out of a review.
Elsewhere, in Jonathan

Engler's essay on George Ber-
nard Shaw, the author claims that
Pygmalion was "presented on
Broadway and film as My Fair
Lady." My Fair Lady is a
musical, with book and lyrics by
Alan Jay Lerner, based upon
Shaw's play. The original
Pygmalion found its own success
on Broadway and in film. I also
don't see how Shaw's long,
didactic social comedies could be
mistaken for "amusing anec-
dotes,- but that's another matter.
When I was a Fluff Editor, it

was my responsibility to check
the facts; I had to make sure
Matisse wasn't called an
unknown, and that Shakespeare
hadn't written West Side Story. I
think Books Editor Jonathan
Engler has the same
responsibility. '

Loren Fox

Sporting Responsibility

To the Editor:

As an alumnus of Hopkins, I
was angered and embarrassed by
the behavior of some of the
students at the Syracuse lacrosse
game. The throwing of hundreds
of oranges onto the field w .s
senseless. Play was delayed (
two occasions and the Hopkins
team was threatened with a penal-
ty. It was quite possible that
one of the players or officials
could have slipped on the fielr
and sustained a serious injury
Similarly, the suspended

players were guilty of irrespon-
sible and destructive behavior.
Their actions hurt not only
themselves, but also their tean -
mates, coaches, and all Hopkim
supporters.

I hope that the upperclassmen
on the team will provide more ef-
fective leadership and discipline
"during the rest of the season.

4opkins' performance against
Syracuse was uninspired and
lackluster.
P rhaps the memory of this

humiliating loss will make
Hopkins fans and players realize
that they must be responsible for
their actions.

Roger Blumenthal, M.D.

Dancing for SAMS

To the Editor:

Tonight, the Union Board, the
IFC and Students Against Multi-
ple Sclerosis (SAMS) will be co-
sponsoring a Dance Marathon for
the benefit of SAMS. Why should
the students of Johns Hopkins
participate? The answer is sim-
ple. Any one of us could, without
specific warning, contract the
disease. It preys upon people our
own age and there is no cure. MS
can cause severe physical pain
and is always a tremendous emo-
tional burden.

Imagine one day being a
healthy, happy 20-year-old and
the next day discovering you have
MS. It is safe to say that you
would want people around for
support. That's why SAMS ex-
ists. Many of our peers all around
the world look toward SAMS as
a light at the end of the tunnel, a
manifestation of their on-going
hope that one day we will
eradicate MS. They need your
help.
At first glance, 24 hours seems

like a long time. And perhaps, in
many ways, it is. But when you
compare that period of time with
the possibility of spending an en-
tire lifetime with multiple
sclerosis, 24 hours seems quite
short. So I ask all of the members
of the Hopkins community to
come out tonight and dance or
work at the Marathon. Your
friends and peers need
you. Won't you help them?

Jeffrey S. DeCagna

See LETTERS, 12
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,Booting First National 
To the Editor:

"Kudos" to you guys for your
article on the atrocious manners
of First National Bank. My first
experience with these people oc-
curred my freshman year when I
tried to open an account with
them. They gave me a hard time
about it, so I said, "Fine, you
don't want my money, I'll take it
elsewhere." I now bank at
Equitable on St. Paul—no
problem.
My most recent, and probably

most significant, run-in with First
National arose last semester when

I was still Co-chair of Weekend
WonderFlix. Somehow, they
managed to give us an extra two-
hundred dollars on our weekend
deposit. Foolishly enough, I went
in to straighten out the error.
When I left, I realized that not on-
ly had they deducted the over-
deposited amount, but an extra
two-hundred as well. So I went
in a third time to fix this, and, to
this day, I'm still not convinced
that they don't owe us two-
hundred bucks.

I think that if this story is
representative of the way First
National handles all SAC and
other university accounts, the en-
tire student body—not just
individuals—stands a good

chance of being taken to the
cleaners. It's bad enough that the
SAC accounts receive no interest
on their monies—it's an outrage
when a two-hundred dollar error

gets brushed aside.
First National stinks; give 'em

the boot!

Tom Yeich

Middle East Lecturing

To the Editor:

Recent letters to the News-
Letter suggest a ferocious interest
in perspectives on the Middle
East. I am writing to invite all

A Little Bit More Leeway
LEEWAY, From 8

professor and college ad-
ministrator, complimented me on
my choice of radio stations. I had
WJHU on, for the purpose of put-
ting the baby to sleep. It struck
me then: shouldn't a college sta-
tion be programmed for college
students, not administrators? Am
I wrong, or what?
*Next week my younger brother
turns 19. Aric comes about as
close to a Bowie-type changeling
as anyone I know. One day his
hair will be red and swept up like
the end of a broom, the next it
will be slicked conservatively
back like a Wall Street broker.
The girls just go nuts over him,
and I myself find him to be a pret-

ty cool kind of guy. Anyway.
since high school I've rarely had
the disposable income to spend on
music, and my quotable store of
who's hot has dwindled to just a
few names. So, I depend upon
Aric to keep me as up to date as
I can possibly be. (I know he
pities me for growing up during
the disco era, and I must admit,
he once caught me in a dark closet
striking a Travolta "Stayin'
Alive" pose.) He has turned me
on to the Cure, Echo & the BM,
Shriekback, et cetera, and helped
me explain to disgruntled
listeners that "Killing an Arab"
is really a profound existential
statement linked to Camus'
Stranger, and that another song
about hate is really about love.

letter-writers and others to attend
the remainder of a series of lec-
tures sponsored by the Middle
Eastern Students Association, the
Graduates for Social Respon-
sibility, and the Office of the
Chaplain. Today's lecture is at
4:30 p.m. in Mudd Hall
Auditorium. Eric Hoogland of
SAIS will speak about the Iranian
revolution and the Gulf war, and
Christopher Hitchens of the Na-
tion will speak on perceptions of
the Palestinians in the U.S.
media. Mr. Hitchens may be
bringing with him Charles Glass,
the ABC news reporter who
escaped from captivity as a
hostage in Lebanon.
Forthcoming events are on

Tuesday, March 15th at 6:30
p.m. in the Garrett Room (Khalil
Jahshan and Edgar Hare11) and
Friday, April 1st at 4:30 p.m. in
the Great Hall (Eqbal Ahmed). If
you want news and perspectives
on the region from individuals
who have firsthand knowledge
and experience of its troubles,
come see these speakers.

Stephen Engelmann

Letters Policy
The News-Letter welcomes all
letters to the Editor. Deadline
is Tuesday at 5 p.m. (Got that.
folks?) The word limit is 300
words and it must be double-
space typed.

(He has a problem with the one
about "open sores" but hey,
nobody's rationalizing is perfect.)
It was with great concern that I
spoke with him in his room one
night. "Hey," he said, "you've
got to check out The The." "The
what?" I asked. "The The," he
stuttered. I had warned the boy
about frat parties, but it seemed
that he had ignored the admoni-
tions of One Who Knows, and
now his brain was stuck on pause,
locked up like my computer when
I press the wrong buttons. "The
what," I said, "Out with it,
man!" "The The," he insisted.
"Aric! hold your breath and
count to thirty. If that doesn't
work, drink some sugar water."
"It's a band," he said. "Well,

really it's just one guy." The The?
There I sat, Overpowered By
Funk. Kudos to you kid. Happy
19th.
•Although this paper of modest
means does not employ an om-
budsman (in fact it doesn't truly
employ anyone), I feel the need
to say a few words about its rela-
tionship with its readers. Last
week, as I was delivering the
paper to my appointed stops, a
fellow in the Union came runn-
ing up and said "Oh good, the
News-Letter! Let's see how many
copy mistakes we can find!" Add
to this episode recent letters we
have received, and I've grown
quite bothered by the situation. I
have just a few things to say. The
"So There!" was an attempt at a

little humor. Believe it or not, no
matter how frustrated you may be
at mistakes you find, we, the
mistake-makers, are more so.
Simply put, we are overworked.
Although one letter writer said
the News-Letter represents the en-
tire university, it does so only in
content. In form, it represents the
efforts of a very small (actual pro-
duction is done by approximate-
ly 12 people, copy editing by 1),
very dedicated group of students
willing to sacrifice three or four
days out of their week for the
benefit of others. We ask time
and time again for help, but as the
poor turnout at our "recruiting"
sessions has shown, it seems
students at this university would
rather curse the darkness.

express
• Pizzapeel introduces Baltimore's only
•
•

• -$5.00 minimum order
• - Free Delivery

- American Express, Visa, MastercardAA
accepted on orders of $10.00 or more

- No personal checks please

TO VALIDATE COUPON YOU MUST
ADVISE US WHEN PLACING

YOUR ORDER

• FREE LITER OF PEPSI

LARGE PIZZA 
WITH PURCHASE OF• 

$1.00 OFF ANY
LARGE DEEPDISII PIZZA

• DELIVERY ONLY

• DELIVERY ONLY
ONE COUPON PER ORDER ONE COUPON PER ORDER

•

• EXPIRES 12/31/88 EXPIRES 12/31/88

•

•

•

• 
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA DELIVER AFTER 4 P.M.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PJ's Recovery Room

4(
41

4(

*Irish Coffee
'Pitchers of green beer

2nd Annual
St. Patrick's Day

Blow-Out
Thursday, March 17th

Featuring:
*Guinness and Harp on draft $1.50 all I'
*Mickey's wide mouth bottles day long I
*Corned beef, cabbage & potatoes
*Shots of Irish Whiskey $1.75

$4.00
Irish Music

**

8 a.m. to Closing
2025 E. Monument

732-8570

Take Hopkins shuttle
to Hopkins Hospital

We're only a block away!!
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Phearing the physical of the Police Phorce
POLICE, From 10

top speed. Officer A officiated
and encouraged the participants,
while Officer B sat quitely and
manipulated the stopwatch. The
proceedings were laced with what

I thought to be an extraordinary
amount of sexist and racist humor
directed at the test takers.
Nonetheless all but one of us
qualified, and we were sat down
again, at which time Officer A
apologized for his onslaught of

Freeing Competition
SEILER'S, From 9

that plan. Because individual
items are charged and not whole
meals, prices would become
competitive as well as quality.
What about the bill? Hopkins

would send recommended
amounts based on price averages
to parents. Parents would be free
to place more or less than that
amount on the charge card, and
if the student runs out of money
during the semester, he or she is
faced with either begging mom-
my and daddy to add to the card,
or dealing with spot prices in
cold, hard cash. Credit would not
be extended on this system—cash
in advance only.
What I am suggesting is in no

way revolutionary. Look at air-
ports, for example. Airports are
perfect examples of situation
monopolies in self-contained,
isolated markets. Until recently,
one company usually controlled
the whole airport's food service
system. Quality was typically
bad, prices were high, and if peo-
ple were hungry between flights,
they had no choice but to suffer
the consequences—starve or pay!
This is still the case in many

airports, but some airports have
become smart. Even though air-
ports are clearly political institu-
tions, increased privatization is
leading to increased competition
inside the airports. Instead of
choosing between two different
cafeterias, people can now choose
between a cafeteria and Au Bon

Correcting
Council

Limitations
DIAMOND, from 10

would not be impossible to push
the administration to draw up a
plan for divestment along with its
consequences. Then those who
decide can decide on the basis of
factual information.
Now correct me if I'm wrong

but about the only thing the News-
Letter leaves the council to do is
to throw parties and to waste time
talking about the Hopkins psyche.
Then once the council does just
that the newspaper corrects them
for it, in the midst of this sea of
vagueness and malaise.
So I was hanging out with my

old roommate Paul and he said,
"F--ck it, I'm going to run for
Student Council President." And
the campaign was off. So now
you know. Hopefully this student
council will not be an insult to our
intelligence, but you never know.

I beg your pardon for not hav-
ing literary talent, but I hope I
have made my point clear. There
are real, concrete things which
need to be done on campus, not
just some vague nonsense to be
talked about.

Pain, Haagen-Dazs, etc. BWI
could certainly take some lessons.

Practically everyone persists in
complaining about the quality and
prices of the meal plan here, but
very few attempts are made to
change it. Hopkins would do well
to examine the "Adam Smith
alternative." It's been around for
a long time, and it works. It's
called the free market.

slurs, explaining that if any of us
were offended here, we should
stop processing right then and
there, for on the street we would
be called every word that this
paper could not, or would not,
print.

I was told to report back the
following Thursday for further
processing, including a physical
examination, fingerprinting, and
other such things. I was given a
list of certain documents to bring,
including my high school
diploma, Military Discharge Cer-
tificate, my SS-14, DD-209,
passport, drivers license, and a
letter from my fourth grade
teacher attesting to my good
behavior during that year.
Assembling these documents pos-

ed a bit of a problem, as my birth
certificate and high school

diploma were in New York, and
I, not yet having told my parents
of my plans, realized that a little
deception was necessary to avoid
any premature sacrificing of bar-
nyard animals on the part of my
mother.

I informed my dad that I need-
ed these documents for some
secret ceremony which I couldn't
tell him about, and could he
please send them. My father,
having an inherently suspicious
character as it is, knew something
was up, but trusted my discretion
and 'sent the requested items. I
went downtown on the appointed
day, and turned in these things as
required. I was poked and prodd-
ed by a departmental physician,
who also drew some blood,
ostensibly for a syphilis test,
although those in the know had

informed me that an AIDS test
was also being performed on the
sly. I was fingerprinted and sent
for a back X-ray as well. I felt a
little bit like a sheep going
through shearing and measuring
prior to becoming lambchop, but
I didn't bleat once, and took it all
standing up.

I then went back to the evil
woman mentioned in Week One
of this series, and she scowled
that if everything went alright, all
my tests came out with desired
results, and my wool was up to
par, I would be phoned within the
next few weeks for my
background investigation to
begin. I was told to sit tight, and
that I did.

TO BE CONTINUED .

More CHRONICLE: Sharing the Costs
CHRONICLE, From 9

*The services of an army of food-service, clerical, and other non-

academic employees, who provide meals and keep the college organiz-

ed, clean, and operating for the students.

*The personal attention of faculty members with a wide range of skills

and knowledge, whose main job is to pass on what they know to their

students.
*Free advice from a distinguished group of presidents, provosts,

deans, and other functionaries who believe that colleges should turn

out graduates with both a moral compass and a body of knowledge.

That's not bad for $60 a day. In fact, college costs so little and

offers so many amenities that unemployed young adults have tended

to go there. (Here in Massachusetts, however, when college enroll-

ment is declining, the people whose job it is to worry about such things

say some students are going to work instead of to college because

of the rising demand in business and industry for employees.)

In addition to providing a range of services to students, colleges

do great things for society. Social scientists have found that, com-

pared with the rest of the adult population, college graduates pay more

taxes, are more likely to vote, have a lower divorce rate, volunteer

more often for good works in their communities, and are less likely

to go to jail.
Considering all the benefits colleges provide both their students and

the country for a daily fee that might get you a night—but no meals—in
a Holiday Inn, I wonder that the Secretary doesn't change his tune
and urge colleges to raise tuition, so that the goose that lays the golden
eggs can continue to do so.
Keeping colleges financially healthy by sharing the cost to students

of obviously necessary tuition increases is one of the important reasons
for federal student-aid programs. (The more significan purpose, of
course, is to make sure that needy students get a chance to go to
college).
The federal government obviously has an interest in colleges be-

ing efficiently managed. But achieving that efficiency is the institu-
tions' business, not the government's. The fact that colleges are pro-
viding a rich environment for learning at a relatively low annual fee
should be enough evidence of their commitment to good management
to satisfy the Secretary and the rest of us.

Harold Howe, II, is a senior lecturer at Harvard University Graduate
School of Education. He was U.S. Commissioner of Education from
1965 to 1968 and vice-president for education and public policy at
the Ford Foundation from 1969 to 1981.

QE2 STANDBY!
SAILTO OR FROM EUROPE,

FLY THE OTHERWAY JUST $999
Transatlantic travel on Tomorrow's Super-
liner Today® is an experience of incompar-
able richness. And now our standby fare
makes sailing to Europe in five glorious
days and nights truly irresistible.

This standby fare of $999 provides a
berth in a minimum-grade room for two,
and a one-way, economy-class ticket
between London and New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, Miami, Philadelphia or
Washington, D.C.; taxes extra. Or book
QE2 alone—just $799 on standby, taxes
extra.

This limited offer is subject to with-
drawal without notice and may not be
combined with any other offer. Confirma-
tion will be given three weeks prior to sail-
ing; a $100 deposit is required with your
request. For details, see your travel agent
or submit the application at right.

Bookings kancelled within 21 days it sailing will forfeit the $10t) deposit
,nth ol stay restrictions apply QF 2 registered in (real Britain

CHOOSE FROM 26 SAILINGS
TO EUROPE: Apr. 29; May 22; June 12, 25; July 10, 27;
Aug. 11, 21; Sept. 6, 21; Oct. 1,31; Nov. 21.

FROM EUROPE: May 11; June 5, 20; July 1, 22; Aug. 1, 16,
29; Sept. 11, 26; Oct. 15; Nov. 6; Dec. 14.

r APPLICATION FOR QE2 STANDBY
Cunard; Box 2935; Grand Central Station;
New York, NY 113163.
Mail this application and a deposit of $100.

Ist-choice sailing date 2nd-choice sailing date

NAML

ADDRESS APT NO

MATE ZIP

L
Daytime phone F %ening phone jh0388 j

QUEEN ELIZABETH 2
Tomorrow's Superliner Today'

CUNARD
1988 CUNARD

QUEEN ELIZABETH 2 • SAGAFJORD • VISTAFJORD • SEA GODDESS I • SEA GODDESS II
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14mAATIVITIES CALENDAR
All Hopkins events are free unless otherwise noted. Submit entries for consideration by Tuesday at 5 p.m. to the gatehouse. Questions?

Ask Brad x7647

Friday, Mar. 11
12 p.m. White House sponsored Burnout Workshop

— Conference Room A, Levering
3 p.m. Baseball vs. Eastern Connecticut

4 - 7:30 p.m. Hoppy Hour. Free pizza and jazz band —
Glass Pay

4:30 p.m. Crisis and Conflict in the Middle East
Series. Christopher Hitchens: The Palesti-
nians in The American Media, and Eric
Hoogland: The Iranian Revolution and the
Gulf War — Mudd Hall

5:30 p.m. Conservative Jewish Services — Common
Kitchen, AMR 1

6 - 11 p.m. Hopkins Catholic Community music rehear-
sal and social — Newman House

7 p.m. Chinese Students Association Film Fest —
AMR I TV Room

7:15 p.m. Hopkins Christian Fellowship sponsors
Carl Ellis: Islam: A Christian Perspective —
Garret Room, MSE

8 p.m. 24 Hour Dance Marathon benefitting
SAMS. $1 Registration. — ROTC Building

8 p.m. Baltimore Film Forum Close Ups:
Psychoanalysts Look at Film: Brewster
McCloud — BMA

8 p.m. Nippon Students Association Film
Lensman — Maryland 110

8 p.m. Barnstormers presents Landscape of the
Body. Students: $2 Adavance, $3 Door;
General: $3 Advance, $4 Door. Tickets
available at Union Desk. — Arellano
Theater

8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF Life of Brian — Shrivel-
8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series Head — Shaffer 3

8:30 p.m. Theatre Hopkins Quartermaine's Terms.
Through March 18— Merrick Barn

10 - 1 a.m. Karen Goldberg at the Grad Club

Saturday, Mar. 12
March 12 - 15 Housing Open House:

Viewing of Available Apartments
9 4 p.m. Self Defense Workshop — Great Hall,

Levering
12 p.m. Baseball vs. Yale
8 p.m. Branstormers presents Landscape of the

Body. Students: $2 Advance, $3 Door;
General: $3 Advance, $4 Door. Tickets
available at Union Desk. — Arellano
Theater

8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF Life of Brian — Shriver
8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series Head — Shaffer 3

8:15 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Pops
Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

8:30 p.m. Theatre Hopkins Quartermaine's Terms.
Through March 19. — Merrick Barn

Sunday, Mar. 13
11 a.m. Mass — Glass Pavilion

2:30 p.m. R.E.S. Musica — Baltimore Museum of Art
2:30 - 4:30 p.m. Theatre Hopkins presents Quartermaine's

Terms. Through March 20. — Merrick Barn
3 p.m. Black Student Union presents a multi-

media salute Here's To You, Miss Holiday
Arellano Theater

7 & 9:30 p.m. Reel World Double Indemnity
— Shriver Hall

7:30 p.m. Patigorsky Memorial Concert — Shriver

8 p.m Barnstormers presents Landscape of the
Body. Students: $2 Advance, $3 Door;
General: $3 Advance, $4 Door. Tickets
available at Union Desk. — Arellano
Theater

8:30 p.m. Yale Comedians lmprov. — Little Theater
8:30 - 12:30 a.m. Catholic Community sells in

Gilman Coffee Shop

Monday, Mar. 14
5:30 p.m. The Hopital as a Human Institution Series

Public Lecture: Melvin Konner and John
Stone: Becoming a Doctor — Main
Auditorium, Preclinical Teaching Building

7 p.m. International Fellows of Institute for Policy
Studies and FSI sponsor Jerzy Regulski:
Contemporary Urban Life and Social Pro-
blems in Poland — Great Hall, Levering

8 p.m. Auditions for Barnstormers production of
Woddy Allen's God — Arellano Theater

Tuesday, Mar. 15
8 - 12 a.m. Young Trustee Run-offs — MSE

12 p.m. Noon Performances — The Rat
3 p.m. Men's Tennis vs. Loyola

6:30 p.m. Middle East Series. Khalil Jahshan: The
Palestinians and The Peace Process and
Edgar HareII: The Role of West Bank
Business in the Peace Process — Garret
Room, MSE

8 p.m. Auditions for Barnstormers production of
Woody Allen's God — Arellano Theater

Wednesday, Mar. 16
12 p.m. Office of Special Events' Wednesday Noon

Series Focus on Health. Richard Kilburg:
Drugs, Sex and Rock and Roll: Coping
Strategies for the 1990's — Garrett Room,
MSE

7 p.m. Housing Contract Signing Sessions —
AMR I Multi-Purpose Room

7 p.m. Hopkins Jewish League Film Puppets —
Jewish Student Center, AMR I Basement

7:30 p.m. The Hospital as a Human Institution Series
Film Coma — Main Floor Auditorium,
Preclinical Teaching Building

Thursday, Mar. 17
ST. PATTY'S DAY

6 p.m. Catholic Community Dinner and Discussion
— Newman House

6 p.m. Outlet — Little Theater
7 p.m. Housing Contract Signing Session —

AMR I Multi-Purpose Room
8 p.m. Frank R. Kent Memorial Lecture. David

Schneiderman: AIDS and the Media: The
Education of an Editor — Mudd Hall
Auditorium

Friday, Mar. 18
Deadline for SAC Seals Nominations

12 p.m. White House sponsored Stress Manage-
ment Workshop — Conference Room A,
Levering

12 p.m. Men's Tennis vs. Drew
3 p.m. Women's Tennis vs. Haverford



Crossword NEWS-LETTER/15

ACROSS

1 Fishing need
5 Code word for the

letter "A" (pl.)
10 Blue of baseball
14 Sigh words
15 Stir up
16 Ever and ----
17 Lariat
18 Filming site

(2 wds.)
20 Alone (2 wds.)
22 Part of TNT
23 Pea-nicking

machines
24 Dog show initials

25 Mrs. Peel's partner
27 Writer Mickey, and

family
32 Sound possibly made

by Garfield
33 Seaport near

Tijuana
34 Miss MacGraw
35 Part of Bogart

film title (2 wds.)
38 "--- the season..."
39 Disheartened
41 Content of some

humor books
42 Lasting a short

time

44 Formation

45 Mornings, for short
46 Miss Loren
48 River to the Seine
51 Brook
54 Restaurant offer-

ing (2 wds.)
56 Taj Mahal site
57 Saturday night

specials
58 Deserve
59 Do detective work
60 Pro ----
61 Colonist William,

and family
62 Anglo-Saxon slave
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1
2
3

DOWN

Pointed remark
Nautical cry
Deprive of
necessities

4 More minuscule
5 Got up
6 Recluses
7 Unusual ship-
command (3 wds.)

8 Up until (2 wds.)
9 Trigonometry

abbreviation
10 European tourist

mecca

11 "What's ---- for
me?"

12 -----die
13 Part of A.D.
19 Leg orname:t
21 Football ;Jsiticn
24 And
25 Bogart role, Sam

26 Dutch boom
28 Tavern
29 House warmer

(2 wds.)
30 Minneapolis suburb
31 Impertinent
35 Detective Mike ---
36 Votes for
37 To see: Sp.

junkyard
dog

41 Man or ape
43 

Erie
city on Lake

44 Shout of discovery
47 Rains hard
48 Courier (abbr.)
49 Prefix for lung
50 Litter member
51 "Peter Pan" pirate
52 ---- go bragh
53 Story
55 Napoleon, for one

(abbr.)
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PASSOVER '88
Where are you eating

during Passover?
t Can't go home for Passover? Come join us on campus
c APRIL 1st-8th for seders, prayers, and Kosher for

Passover food at the Kosher Dining Hall,
basement of AMR I.

If interested, please contact the

KOSHER DINING HALL as soon as
possible at 338-7973 to sign up.

Thank You.
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Features
Students involved

Richard A. Bell

Jonathan Roberts trudged through the snows of New Hampshire for presidential candidate Sen. Paul Simon.

Presidential campaign
provides opportunity
for political activism . . .
on campus and off
by Erica E. Gum

In the wake of Super Tuesday,
political activism is alive and well
among Hopkins students.

Students on all sides of the
political spectrum are par-
ticipating in various presidential
campaigns. Some have worked
for candidates off-campus.
On-campus activities include a

rally held Friday by supporters of
presidential candidate, the

Reverend Jesse Jackson at
Shriver Hall. This event was at-
tended by several hundred
students from colleges around the
Baltimore area. Jay Kaufman,
who attended the rally, believes
that the gathering showed a lot of
enthusiasm and "was very en-
couraging for" Jackson sup-
porters. Kaufman thinks his can-
didate will do well on Super
Tuesday and that the "huge
delegate pool" Jackson is amass-

Zippy!
The 'strangest comic
strip on the newspaper
page' and its stranger
creator, Bill Griffith
by Cami Colarossi, Feature
Editor, Goucher College
Quindecim. Special to the
News-Letter.

If you don't look carefully, you
just might think that "Zippy the
Pinhead" is a normal comic strip.
Far from it. According to Bill
Griffith, Zippy's creator, "It's
the strangest comic strip on the
newspaper page."
With his cone-shaped head, red

and yellow polka-dotted tunic,
and five o'clock shadow, Zippy
epitomizes the underground com-
ic character. After sixteen years
of underground circulation,
"Zippy" has surfaced in over 55
daily newspapers throughout the
U.S. and Canada, including
Baltimore's Evening Sun.

ing "Will give him a strong in-
fluence at the Democratic con-
vention."
Supporters of Governor

Michael Dukakis have manned a
table two days a week in Lever-
ing Hall. There, they have pass-
ed out information about their
candidate and put other sup-
porters in contact with the local
Dukakis headquarters.
For the GOP, individual

members of the College
Republicans have worked for
various Republican candidates
with the exceptions of Vice Presi-
dent George Bush and the
Reverend Pat Robertson. No on-
campus activities have been
organized for Republican
candidates.
Off-campus, Hopkins students

have done a variety of things.
Several Hopkins students made

the trip to New Hampshire to
work for candidates Senator Paul

in politics
Simon, Governor Bruce Babbitt,
and Governor Dukakis during the
critical days right before the
primary. Freshman Jonathan
Roberts, who worked for Simon,
thought New Hampshire "was a
wonderful experience in the
political process." Roberts had
the opportunity to meet can-
didates Jackson and Senator
Albert Gore as well as Gore's
wife, Tipper.
Other students are working for

Baltimore area campaign offices
of candidates who have survived
past Iowa and New Hampshire.
Several students have been work-
ing at the local headquarters of
each of the candidates Con-
gressman Richard Gephardt,
Dukakis, and Gore. Senior An-

drea Garolfalo and junior Bret
Derman and other Dukakis sup-
porters work the phone bank at
Dukakis headquarters. Student
supporters of Gore have written
press releases and manned the
polls on Super Tuesday.
Why have students chosen the

candidates that they have? Lisa
Lindsay, a Jackson supporter,
believes her candidate "will have
a great influence in changing the
way government is run. . . by the
power he will have in influencing
the choice of federal appoint-
ments."
Derman supports Dukakis

because he believes the
Massachusetts Governor is some-

will win the GOP nomination, but
he hopes that he will be chosen
as Bush's running mate.
Some students who are very in-

terested in politics have chosen
not to support any of the present
candidates. According to David
Olstein, president of the Young
Democrats, "it's very difficult to
align yourself with a candidate
when so much rides on the Iowa
and New Hampshire primaries.
To put in a great deal of time
when things can literally change
overnight is taking a big risk.

Olstein was disappointed that
Governor Mario Cuomo and
Senators Bill Bradley and Sam
Nunn chose not to run in 1988.
Republican supporters of

Governor Pierre DuPont and
General Alexander Haig—
candidates who have dropped out
of the race—also expressed disap-
pointment at the process and were
not supporting candidates on
Super Tuesday.

Supporters of Simon, who is
not participating again until the Il-
linois primary, are sticking loyal-
ly by their candidate and staying
away from the primaries on
March 8.

Olstein and other students have
chosen to work for local
Maryland candidates. Olstein
helped with the renomination
campaigns of Congressman Ben
Cardin and Senator Paul Sar-
banes. Freshman Chris Culp and

'expect more to come as November approaches'

one who has "done some-
thing. . . successfully. Dukakis
has run Massachusetts govern-
ment in an organized manner,
something which is needed at the
federal level where there is
chaos." Derman also strongly
agrees with Dukakis's positions
on education, taxes, and Israel.
Freshman Norvin Klontz sup-

ports Congressman Jack Kemp
because he believes "Kemp is the
only candidate qualified to do the
job." Klontz doesn't think Kemp

sophomore Jim Knighton are
working for a Baltimore public
relations firm which specializes in
work for political candidates.
As for political activism after

Super Tuesday, Olstein and
Gregory Francis, presidents of
the Young Democrats and Col-
lege Republicans, respectively,
expect their members to support
party nominees.
So while recent days have seen

political activism, expect more to
come as November approaches.
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Zippy the Pinhead, cracked creation of cartoonist Bill Griffith, graces B.A.R.T. stations and Baltimore papers.

dramatic. "Zippy is rowing down
the mainstream in a small
canoe," he said. After creating
Zippy in 1970, Griffith publish-
ed the antics of his character in
underground newspapers and
publications. Later, he brought
his strip to the pages of National
Lampoon, a move that he says
bridged the gap between
underground and daily syndica-
tion. In 1986, the San Francisco
Examiner offered to publish a dai-

ly "Zippy the Pinhead— strip.
Griffitht'created the original

Zippy character for an
underground comic-love story
parody called, "I Fell in Love
with a Pinhead, but He Made a
Fool Out of Me." Pinheads, or
microcephalics, have fascinated
Griffith ever since he watched the
1932 movie, "Freaks," which
starred real circus side-show
freaks. And after seeing a picture
of a P.T. Barnum circus pinhead

"Zip, the What-is-It," Griffith
named his character accordingly.
To read "Zippy" is to ex-

perience the essence of weird-
ness. No subject bypasses him,
inlcuding politics (Zippy thinks
he is the current U.S. President)
and male bonding ("So," he asks
his friends, "when do we hit the
showers?"). Griffith explains that
such ideas come to him from hisA cartoonist for over 20 years,

Griffith describes the transition to
daily syndication as slow and un-

See ZIPPY, page 17
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Zippy the Pinhead
- ZIPPY, from page 16

"Zippy part of the brain,' when
the analytical side of my brain has
not clicked."
When creating his strips, Grif-

fith admits it is difficult to be
funny and address themes which
he feels are important. "In ab-
surd, non-linear writing," he
says, "there needs to be a balance
between being true to the weird-
ness of character and making a
point. Zippy may be a pinhead,
but he is not pointless."

Griffith describes his audience
as "bizarre, but intellectual," and
mostly college-age. Yet there is
no single description of his
readership, which includes two
96-year old twins who regularly
send fan letters, and a man who
likes to mail junk-food wrappers.
Not everyone loves Zippy, and

there is enough hate mail to prove
it. One reader in Denver insists
that Zippy is "a communist who
encourages masturbation." Grif-
fith attributes such attitudes to
people who read Zippy, do not
understand it, and consequently

get angry. "But," he says,
"those adamantly anti-Zippy peo-
ple become the strongest Zippy
fans."
With Zippy, Griffith hopes to

:.-.fluence other cartoonists to

"Zippy may be a
pinhead, but he is not
pointless."

—Bill Griffith

create strips with more substance
instead of only punch lines. "Dai-
ly strips just sit there on the
page," he says. "Unlike in the
'20s and '30s, people today ex-
pect very little of them."
Underground comics like Weir-

do, Raw, and Life in Hell are
among Griffith's favorite strips,
while he "mildly likes" The Far
Side, Calvin and Hobbes, and

Doonesbury. Bloom County, pro-
bably the country's most popular
strip, especially among college-
aged readers, is Griffith's per-
sonal anathema. "I know,
everybody likes Bloom County,
but I just don't. It's too white
bread, too cutesy, and too plea-
sant."

Griffith plans to take Zippy as
far as he can. Currently, Zippy's
first movie, Zippyvision, written
by Griffith and his wife Diane
Noomin and starring Randy
Quaid, is being filmed. Also,
King Pin, a collection of new Zip-
py strips, is out on the book
stands. And for those who
especially love this likeable
pinhead, there is a line of Zippy
t-shirts, posters, mugs, calendars,
and postcards available from Last
Gasp of San Francisco.

If you are a Zippy fan, or some-
one who would like to be, Bill
Griffith will be signing books at
Louie's Bookstore Cafe, 518 N.
Charles Street from 2 to 4 p.m.
on Saturday, March 12.

t

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex-

perience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might

take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.

International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.

Sign up now for placement interviews
at Career Planning and Placement.

Inform yourself about the

PEACE CORPS:
March 15th at Mergenthaler Hall.

Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love

St.PaulCleaners
TAILORING, REPAIRING SAME DAY CLEAN-
ING AND PRESSING, SHOE REPAIRING

3120 St. Paul St. 235-4413

Bring in this coupon with your incoming order for a 1

110% discount on all dry cleaning I
I. expires 3/ 31 /88

WINTER • SPRING • SUMMER • FALL

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR LESS AT

OXFORD
Several Colleges of Oxford University have
invited WISC-to recommend qualified students
to study under the tutorial system as Visiting
Students or Associate Students for one year or
for one or two terms. Upper Sophomore status
is required, and graduate study is available.

Integrated student housing, social activities,
tours offered by WISC. A special summer
session is directed by WISC

Past student evaluations available.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON
SUMMER 1988

Pre-professional program: internships in Congress, the
media, the White House, think tanks, etc. Related
courses in Government or Journalism.

The Washington International Studies Center

Room 713A, 901 Six Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
(202) 337-9378/9379

(EO/AA)

What if you don't
get into the

grad school of
your choice?

Of course, you may get into another
school, but why settle? Prepatv for the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT or any grad
school entrance exam with the best test
pep organization— Stanley H. Kaplan.

For nearly 50 years, Kaplan's test-
taking techniques have prepared over 1
million students for admission and li-
censing tests of all kinds. So call. Why go
to just any grad school, when you can go
to the right one?

IKAPLAN
STANLEY H K AR AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT—BE ONE

Call days evenings, and weekends.
243-1456

3121 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md. 21218
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Arts 
A

by Scott McGough

No one on the Hopkins campus
loved Divine more than me.
Sometimes I get the impression
that no one on the Johns Hopkins
Campus loved Divine but me, hut
that's not important. What is im-
portant is that I've been a devout
John Waters and Divine fan for
the better part of five years now,
convinced of the two men's
genius ever since I .aw Pink
Flamingos in '83, a fuli .n years
after its initial release.

Divine died on Monday, tarch
7. To his family and friend! 'Ind
millions of fans this was a bi er,
unexpected blow. Sadly. 'le

Tribute to the immortal Divine
question - that was on most missing a great deal of life's
Hopkins students minds was not richness.
how did Divine die, but rather Think I'm exaggerating? Sure,
who is Divine, anyway? And I'm a well-known Divine fan
Who Cares? The news of the ac- (you've seen the guy with all the
tor's death was treated with mild flamingos around campus? That's
interest at best total indifference me), but ask anyone who has seen
at worst one of Divine's performances,
Shame on you all. How could anyone at all, and they'll tell you

you go to a school located in the that they'll never forget it. It's ef-
heart of Baltimore and not know fected them, and more, it's
who Divine is? Didn't they warn broadened them, for better or
you when you applied here that worse. One way or the other,
this was John Waters' stomping people who have seen Divine on
ground? "Who cares?" You screen have a steadfast opinion of
should. You're missing a great the man; an opinion that they will
deal of Charm City's charm if defend violently.
you ignore Divine's contribution For the past five years, all I've
to history's film archives. You're ever said to prove Divine's effec-

tiveness is to tell people to see the
movies for themselves. Pink
Flamingos, Female Trouble,
Polyester, (in glorious Odorama,
no less), Lust in the Dust, Trou-
ble in Mind. Hairspray (Divine's
latest and last role), is playing at
the Senator Theater on York

A Star Remembered
by Scott McGough

Three hundred and fifty pounds i ai least)
Of . . . something.
Woman? Man? What shall we call you?
(You preferred "shim," but that's unizrammatical)

Anyone
with a sense of humor and an open mind
could understand.
High, painted eyebrows
Pink stained lips
Yellow hair. . . no. wait. . . now that's pink, too.
Only John and his Ugly Expert know for sure.
You never seemed to mind
Never.
You would do anything for the film.
Mainline eyeliner
Perform oral sex on man
Get raped by a 15-foot lobster
Even dance "The Bug."
Anything.
Just ask the dog.

Very few could claim any kind of kinship with you
Even fewer would want to
For those of us who did
You more than lived up to your stage name
You showed us what Bad Taste was all about
You were The Director's dream-made flesh
Even those who hated your performances
And were sickened by them
Even they. . . especially they. . . will never forget you.
I can think of no better eulogy for an actor.

Arts Calendar
Weekend WonderFlix presents

Life of Brian, Monty Python's
slightly twisted examination of
the Gospels according to Brian,
just another fall guy for ol' J.C.
Friday and Saturday at 8 and
10:15 p.m. in Shriver.
The Senior Class presents

Head. No, it's not another porn
flick. Starring the Monkees, this
could be the psychedelic version
of The Great Rock and Roll
Swindle. Friday and Saturday at
8 and 10:15 p.m. in Shaffer 3.
The Reel World presents Dou-

ble Indemnity, a classic bit of film
noir starring Fred Macmurry and
Barbara Stanwyck as two lovers
plotting to kill Stanwyck's hus-
band and collect the insurance. A
far cry from My Three Sons.
Sunday at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
Shaffer 3.
The Barnstormers will present

John Guare's Landscape of the
Body, a comedy-mystery-drama-
musical, on March 11,12, and 13
in the Arellano Theater. Student
tickets are $2 in advance at the
Union Desk, $3 at the door. The

show starts at 8 p.m. every night.
The Baltimore Museum of Art

will present a Jazz workshop
featuring trumpeter Marcus
Belgrave on Saturday, March 12
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6. For
more information call 467-4001.

Better than three bands for a
buck, it's the dance marathon in
the ROTC Building, beginning
tonight at 8 p.m. and running
through 8 p.m. tomorrow. The
bands featured will include
Strange Desire, Dinaldo & The
Borderguards, The Stir, and John
Tennyson. With a sponsor sheet
you get in for a buck and help
fight MS. For more info contact
Susan Land at 243-0980.
Poet Donald Justice will read

from his poetry on Thursday,
March 17, in the MSE Garrett
Room at 8 p.m. Admission is
free.

Bill Griffith, cartoonist and
creator of Zippy the Pinhead, will
make a personal appearance at
Louie's Bookstore Cafe tommor-
row, from 2-4 p.m., to sign
copies of his books.

Road, right now. Go see that, or
any of the others. Get to know
Divine. You won't forget him,
ever. You might throw up. You'll
probabiy be offended. But you'll
detiniuly laugh.
When I say "Get to know

Divine" I certainly don't mean
through his obituaries. Each and
every piece that dealt with his
death referred to him by his real
name (which he hated), called
him a "Transvestite actor"
(which he hated), and reported
that he only played one male role
in his career (which was simply
wrong).
Divine was an actor. He

became famous through a series
of roles as women, but he was not
a transvestite. Perhaps being
referred to as a transvestite is
some kind of testament to his
great acting ability, but is also
about as valid as characterizing
Christopher Reeves as a do-
gooding alien with a big red "S."

Yes, see most of Divine's movies
and you'll see him as a woman.
This to me adds to my enjoyment
of the films, rather than takes
away from them. Some people
didn't even realize that he was a
man until they were told.
Nov that's acting.
So we have Divine, gone, but

captured forever on film. The
enormous shape. The distinctive
throaty voice. The bizarre make-
up and wild hair. The comic
genius. He's been called many
things, from The Prettiest
Woman in the World, to The
Filthiest Person Alive, to A
Gifted Character Actor. They're
all true, along with many more,
but John Waters (the man who
discovered Divine, gave him his
most remembered roles, and was
his friend throughout most of his
life) had the final word on Divine,
the actor, the person:
"He could make anybody

laugh. . . at any time."

The Flip Side by Phil Gochenour
by Phil Gochenour

Many people have complained
to me that Baltimore has no music
scene, much less any musical
talent to support a scene. Where
these people are getting their im-
pressions is beyond me, because
if they've been frequenting such
places as Max's on Broadway
and the 8x10, they should've
come across such local faves as
Red Tape and When Thunder
Comes.

Both these groups have enough
of a local base, in fact, to have
put out some vinyl on Frantic
Records, an indie label run out of
The Commercial Refinery, a
recording studio located at 2105
Maryland Avenue, a scant four
blocks from your faithful critic's
home. Red Tape's first album is
simple called Red Tape, while
When Tunder Comes' most re-
cent album is entitled Eves of the
Wolf. (WTC also released two
albums under the name The Mis-
sion, which must have resulted in
some legal problems with the
British group of the same name.)
When Thunder Comes sounds

a lot like Bauhaus on a first listen,
primarily because of the Peter
Murphy-isms of frontman David
J. Cawkwell (which, unfortunate-
ly, are destined to get them writ-
ten off as Bauhaus imitators).
Upon repeated spins, however, it
becomes quickly apparent that
there are some significantly dif-

by Elizabeth Harrigan

ferent things going on. WTC has
dispensed with Bauhaus' acoustic
tendencies, and gone for an
American-style guitar attack
backed up with keyboards. The
result is at times as dark as
Bauhaus ("Urban Sub-Urban,"
"Nickels and Dimes"), while
still being poppy enough ("She's
an Elevator," "Cause Last
Night") to put you in mind of a
band that could easily get away
with playing in almost any decent
bar. This versatility of style is
something of a survival instinct,
since these guys do literally sing
for their supper. It is also an ad-
mirable skill that assures the band
will never go stale in their chosen
style. Their style, however,
seems to change with each song,
and it is these incongruities of
sound that disturbed me most
about this album. The use of
bagpipes and marching snare on
the end of "Something Real," for
example, seemed completely out
of place with the rest of the song,
if not the entire sound of the rest
of the album. Similarly, the latin-
style vibes on "Into the Light"
seem completely out of place in
comparison to the fuzzy wah-wah
guitar and heavy tom-tom attack
of "Nickels and Dimes," which
precedes it. Experimentation with
different sounds is a great idea,
but here I often found myself
thinking that I was listening to a
different band with each cut. Per-
sonally, I preferred the sound of

"Urban Sub-Urban" with its
clean, crisp rhythm section
(which often sounds mushy or a
bit over-done on some of the
other cuts), and its fuzzy, slight-
ly psychedelic guitar.

In all, this album shows a
group that's looking around for
their musical niche. It also shows
enough direction, however, to
assure me that they'll find it soon,
and it's got enough mean hooks
and plain ol' musical saavy to
guarantee them some real atten-
tion when they do find it.

I've been trying to think of a
way to describe Red Tape's
sound, and I'm not sure I can
quite do it. Imagine the vocal and
rhythm style of lOCC, or such
late '70s California Sound groups
as The Long Run era Eagles. Add
keyboards and studio processing
reminiscent of Gary Numan. I'm
not sure what it all equals—I find
myself almost forced to make a
comparison to Steely Dan, yet
Red Tape manages to skirt the
overly-slick, sterile, and, (to me
at least) reluctantly boring sound
of Steely Dan through some of the
most beautiful songwriting I've
heard in a long time. If Steely
Dan had just one song like
' 'Passenger," I could probably
be converted to their legions of
fans. But Red Tape also has a lot
of other things going for them as

See H LIP, 19

Dream Disc
The greatest thing about music

for me is that it can evoke so
many memories so quickly and
easily. When I'm driving down
the street and Baba O'Riley
comes on the radio, I'm remind-
ed of some summer during
elementary school; nearly any
Doors tune recalls my years as a
high school student.
This dream disc is a sampling

of those "old" favorites which

recall a life before college—when
life was so safe, easy and fun.

I. "Squeeze Box," The Who,
Hooligans, 1979 (?)

2. "Tempted," Squeeze,
Singles-45 and Under, 1982.
Also previously released in 1979.

3. "Forever Now," Psychedelic
Furs, Forever Now, 1982.

table Fire, 1984.

5. "That's All," Genesis, 1983.

6. "Fame," David Bowie,
Changes One, 1979.

7. "5.15," The Who,
Quadrophenia, 1979.

8. "Layla," Eric Clapton, Lay/a,
1970.

4. "Pride," U2, The Unforget-
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The Flip
Side

FLIP, from 18

well. For one thing, they've got
a great sense of humor—how
many other bands do you know
who've got a song about Dudly
Do-Right ("Dudly")? For
another, they know just when to
throw in the right musical
elements to make you look up
from whatever you're using the
music as background noise for
and say, "Gee, I like that.- The
caribbean island sound of "Thir-
teen- sure caught my fancy, and
the brittle, almost abrasive guitar
sound on "Fuse" acts as a perfect
counterpoint to the slick,
seamless sound of the rest of the
song. So why hasn't some A&R
man glommed onto these guys as
the Steely Dan of the '80s?
Answer: Major record labels and
their A&R divisions don't think
there's any talent (beyond heavy
metal) in Baltimore. Conclusion:
Major labels and their A&R divi-
sions are stupid.

All right gang, Susan Land, my
good friend and bedraggled
socialite, begged me before press
time today to urge everyone to at-
tend the Dance Marathon in the
ROTC Building tonight and torn-
morrow. Get some sponsors, pay
a buck, and hear some great live
music (tonight, 8 p.m.-5 a.m.),
all while helping fight MS—
sounds like a deal to me. So go
and help tight MS, and give
Susan a reason to relax.

THE FIGHT FOR A NEW WORLD
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ORDER

Sat., March 19, Morgan State University
Jenkins Hall, Room 109

11 am.- JACK BARNES- National Secretary, Socialist
Workers Party

3 p.m.- Report on Socialist Youth and
Activist Conference April 1-3

7 p.m.- Rally Featuring RASHAAD AL!
-Socialist Workers Party Candidate for U.S. Senate
Sponsored by- Socialist Workers 1988 Campaign and

Morgan State Univ. Philosophy Department
More info: 235-0013

JOIN LADIES' PHONE
"FREE" FANTASIES
( all

486-2211

DIAL-A-DATE
If 1 ou Are In Search Of
That Special Someone
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976-7700
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l‘k HILLCREST CLINIC

ABORTION
FIRST & SECOND TRIMESTER

• FREE PRGNANCY TESTING

• VD TESTING

• BIRTH CONTROL SFR VICES

• SONOGRAMS

• COUNSEL ING

• COMMUNI TV Ef•UCATION

Genuine Help and Understanding

Open
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VISA '
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'411

FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL

788-44001
5602 Baltimore National Pike F 600

on the beach

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED

CELEDRATE

%PRINS BIRCAK '$S
in Ft. Lauderdale

10 A.M. - 6 P.M. - POOLSIDE PARTIES
Live D.J. Emceeing Poolside Contest • Water Volleyball Tournament
Free Beer Chug Relays • Free T-Shirt Relays • The Belly Flop Contest

ond climax the day with. . .
The Wettest. Wet 1-Shin Contest featured in Playboy Magazine

Cash Prizes • Free T-Shirts • and other giveaways
Summers Games And Wet Wore, Fs Videos Now On Sole!! -

7 P.M. - 8 P.M. - COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
JOHNS HOPKINS PARTY

FR!E- SPRiNG TMLAK 88 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 6 O'CLOCK

WITH PliOr'ER COLLEGE I D

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT DEER — $.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents FURY

Ft. Louderdole-s finest Rock'n Roll bond nightly
PLUS 6 Dors to Serve You

iPINS BIM ball
JOHNS HOPKINS PARTY THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 1988

Oct FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK - GOOD FROM 7 PM • 8 P.M.NIGHTLY
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Sherwood Capital, Inc.

Sherwood Capital, Inc. is a major
brokerage firm with over thirty

offices coast to coast.

We will be interviewing on campus
March 17

Local Office Now Hiring:
Falls Church, VA (Wash, D.C.)

(703) 845-4200

If you want to explore an exciting
career as a sales representative in a

securities industry, see your
Career Placement Office.

Also, there will be an informal
career seminar on March 17 in
Levering Hall Conference Room

A at 5 p.m.

1••••••••••••••••••••••••••

':HOUSING LOTTERY :
• •
• PARTICIPANTS •• •• ••
•

Lottery results are posted
• in the Alumni Memorial
•
• Residences mailroom and the
• lobby of Wolman Hall
•
•
• A SECOND CHANCE TO•
•SEE SPACES AVAILABLE•
• FOR 1988-1989! ! !•••
:Student guides will conduct tours
•of available apartments from 6:00•• p.m. to 8:00p.m. on Monday,
• March 14th and Tuesday, Carch•
• 15th. Tours will leave from the
• lobby of Wolman Hall.•
•
• Let us help you make the right choice.•

•
•
•

•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ooks
The Waiting—the uncertainty
Vietnam, 1979.

The sky blackens. Nothing is visible ex-
cept for the lonely moon. Cool wind
writhes through the zigzag alleys of the
fishing village. Constructed mostly of palm
leaves strung side by side together, the
flimsy hut-like houses tremble under its
great force. Long, pointed leaves break off
the houses and float with the wind down
the crooked paths by the iron door of the
fishing plant at the periphery of the village.
Tossing about in the air and rolling on the
ground on top of their jagged edges, the
leaves collide one by one with the iron
door. A dense, brown pile gradually ac-
cumulates; some sneak by the closed doors
and land in the courtyard, brushing against
the ground with bristling sounds.
A boy picks up one of the dry leaves,

crushes it with his bony hands, and tosses
the broken pieces into the air. Almost in-
stantly, a gust scatters them among the
numerous people sitting in the courtyard.
Wearing dark-colored pajama-like
garments which are covered with patches
of different colors and patterns, the peo-
ple appeared poverty stricken—very
fisherman-like.
"Tran," his mother calls out.
The boy thinks that his mother disap-

proves of his playing with the leaves. He
pretends to draw a picture on the damp
ground with an intact leaf.
"Are you warm enough?"
"Uh . . .yes. Of course."
"Are you sure?"
"Yeah. I'm sure mom."
Looking at him makes her uneasy. This

is their fifth attempt to escape from com-
munist rule in Vietnam, and she always
wonders if Tran can handle the sea
journey. He is so tiny. She herself has
never been in a boat, but she hears that it
is very demanding. Men have been known
to pass out because of seasickness. She can
only hope for a short and safe trip. She
thinks of Buddha and starts to pray—she
has done this many times since her hus-
band suggested that they leave the coun-
try. She thinks of a lady sitting atop a giant
lotus flower, holding a "canh lieu," a
magical stick, and reading man's mind
with her third eye which resides between
the eyebrows. Tran's mother wishes that
Buddha would perceive her worries and
touch her with "canh lieu" to give her
some of its magical powers. She will need
them to ensure the safety of her son.

Meanwhile, Tran is sitting with his arms
wrapped around his ball-shaped knees.
They are much bigger than his chopsticks-
like thighs. Gaunt he is. One can count all
the ribs on his body. The rib cage is so pro-
minent one would think he is looking at an
iron cage with seven pairs of cylindrical
bars. On top of his emaciated frame and
tiny neck, Tran possesses a large head. It
is curious that the flimsy neck can support
the tremendous weight!
Tran is thinking that his father would be

uncomfortable in the pajama-like costume.
The shirt is so small that it adhers to his
belly closely. The more Tran looks at him
the more his father resembles the Happy
Buddha, who always likes to show off his
naked belly, large as a wok.
Knowing that his father is at his side,

Tran feels secure. He remembers that he
felt the same way when he asked Buddha
to help him find his prize fighting cock,
which had flown out of its cage and disap-
peared somewhere in the neighborhood.
He had known that Buddha, his Protector,
would answer to his prayer. In a way, his
father is his Buddha in real flesh, for his
father is always available to help him with
his problems.
"Daddy, do we have to wear these

funny-looking clothes?. .. This shirt is too
large for me."
"Are you comfortable in it?"
"Yeah. .1 guess. It's just a little bit

A Journey Thai Nguyen
large, that's all."
"You know. This is what keeps us

alive."
"I don't understand?"
"We do not want the soldiers to know

that we are not from around here, do we?
They will take us back if they find out. We
have to disguise ourselves to look like the
fishermen from the village."
"Do we have to stay in this place

long? . . . "
"Well, until the boat that'll take us out

into the sea arrives. This place conceals us
fairly well from the eyes of the com-
munists, you know. Don't worry too

much."
"There are so many fish here.
Tran contemplates the fish which lies

before him. There are fish scattered amid
the people who squat in the courtyard.
Piles of fish carcasses circumscribe the en-

tire place. But the fish in front of him has
a special quality. Generating a rank odor,
the decaying fish still has a few scales left
on its body. Tran tries to keep his nose at
a distance. Instead of an eye, the fish has
a white, hollow hole. The hole reminds
Tran of a blind man in his neighborhood,
who talked to him about fighting cocks

many times.
Suddenly, thunder sounds in the distance

and disrupts Tran's train of thought. The
explosion announces the arrival of rain.
Large rain drops fall on the courtyard. The
people squirm. Maggots also squirm on a
rainy day; they dig through the fish's rot-
ten flesh with great activity. The air reeks
with the offensive odor of decomposed
fish. Unable to handle the odor, a child
cries, only to be joined by others. Even the
adults are choked by the smell. The repug-
nant air becomes impossible to be inhal-
ed. Cries, intercalated with blunt coughs,
ring out like machine gun fire. Many try
to counter the odor by applying mint oil

on their handkerchiefs or pieces of cloth
that they would hold up to their noses.
Tran does just that, but it does not

alleviate the problem. So, he pours the
mint oil directly onto his nose. Tran feels
his nose is burning, for much heat is
generated. He calls for help.
"Daddy, daddy . .
"What is it?"
"My nose is hot."
"You've used too much mint oil. Here,

take my handkerchief and wipe it off."
When Tran's father was young, he was

always on the move because of the war.
The same is true for his son now. He
wishes that he can prevent it, but the trip

is necessary for Tran's future. Under com-
munist rule, his son would never be allow-
ed to attend college. The communist would
send him to hard labor, and he would end
up dying in the land where "monkeys
cough and cranes crow."
"Daddy," Tran asks, "How come the

boat does not come and take us away from

here? Are the communists going to make
us go back this time?"
"No, this is it, son."
"Good. Last time a lot of my friends

wanted to know where I had been for two
days. I told them that we had to go to Un-
cle Tien's funeral in another town, like you
had told me to do. But I don't want to lie
to my friends anymore, daddy."

• "Well, you won't have to lie again. We
are leaving the country this time."

• Tran's father is drawing assurance from
the prophecy of a gait reader whom he
once saw. Five years ago, two of his
friends and he went to see an old man who
was well-known for his ability to predict
the future just by observing a person's
manner of walking. The gait reader told
him that he would travel far in his forty's,
while his two friends would have some
misfortunes. One of his friends is now in
prison for his anti-communist activities; the

other was drowned at sea while trying to

flee from the country by boat; and my

father is now in his forties. If the prophecy
was true for his friends, then it will work
for him also.
Dark clouds cover the starless sky. Rain

continues to fall relentlessly. The hum-
drum spattering on the ground sends the
people's mind wandering into their

pasts. . .
Realizing that once he gets on the boat

he would never be able to see his beloved
grandmother anymore, Tran begins to miss
her terribly. She has a pair of brown eyes
which radiate warmth like slow-burning
coals. Tran misses drawing assurance from
them. She wants him to have self-
confidence. She says that he has a special

large head on his shoulders because he
worries like a man. He misses her smiles.
She rarely smiles. If she does, it is for him.
His happiness is hers, and vice versa. He
misses looking at her ash-gray hair. He
feels that beneath the ashes a fire burns
eternally. He misses guessing the depth of
the wrinkles on her tranquil face. Such
deep grooves! Her wisdom is infinite, and
her teaching is timeless. He misses her
southern accent, her light walk, her spicy
cooking. . .
Tran thinks of his friend Nguyen. He

hopes that his leaving the country will not

jeopardize Nguyen's security in any way.

To the communists, consorting with "peo-

ple who cross the border," like himself,

means having the same motive to flee the

country. "People who cross the border"
are not treated nicely; being sent to the land
where "monkeys cough and cranes crow"
is the usual punishment.
Poor Nguyen, he will be dragged out of

his house in the city and brought to the

god-forsaken land. The picture becomes
vivid in Tran's large head. Nguyen is
frowning while pulling a plow. His face
resembles that of a mouse, crunched bet-
ween the cruel paws of a big, fat cat. Sweat
drops down his shoulders. The steel strap
that attaches Nguyen to the plow cuts the
flesh on his shoulders. The city boy's skin

rips open. Blood drips in a zigzag pattern.
Sweat stings the wound.

Tran's head hurts. He places both hands
on it, pressing as hard as possible. He
hopes to prevent it from bursting.
He thinks of his fighting cocks, magnifi-

cent creatures. He feeds and trains them
to be fighters. Their faces and crowns are
full of meanness. Their golden feathers are
attached to their bodies like shining armor.
Like the knights, they fight with honor—
to the death.
The headache dissolves.
Occupied with old memories, the peo-

ple squat still like tombstones in a

cemetary. Raindrops run down the white

faces and splatter on top of the bent knees.

"Daddy, are we gonna wait forever?"

"The boat has probably been delayed for

a little while."
"I'm scared. What. . . what if we get

caught?"
"You worry too much with that large

head of yours. If something goes wrong

we will come back as we did before."
"Won't you be sent back to the concen-

tration camp if we return?"
"If worse comes to worst, you and your

mom will go and stay at your grandma's

place, OK?"
"Okay. . . Why are there so many peo-

ple here?"
"The damn boat owner is bringing peo-

ple not on the original list in order to get
some extra cash. Now stop worrying."
Surrounded by soldiers who demand

"departure money," the owner of the boat
appears. Everybody takes off rings, earr-
ings, necklaces, and whatever else they
have of value. The bribery works, and peo-

ple start boarding the boat.

the Journey—trepidation and humiliation

"Aaa . .aa . . . " utters Tran. He wakes
up in the middle of the night. It is dark
where he sits; however, he can still
distinguish one figure from another. There
is his father, leaning against the boat. Tran
cannot see twinkles in his eyes; his father
must be sleeping. His mother, whose
shoulder Tran has his large head on, also
sleeps. Numerous figures in the boat
become more distinct as his eyes adjust.
The figures overlap each other. They sleep
upright like stiffened mummies, leaning on
one another. There is no room for falling
down.

His legs are cramped. He tries to stretch
them out, but the effort is fruitless. A body
pins his legs in place. He tries again. This
time, he presses his back against the boat
to get•some leverage.
"Heh!" someone yells out from below.
Tran focuses his eyes in the direction of

the voice. A lady is lying on top of his feet.
It is she who screamed, for he kicked her
head.
He attempts to move .sideways. He

bumps a couple of other people. There are
so many people. Tran feels suffocated—
drowning in a sea of sleeping bodies. He
gives up the idea of freeing himself. He
closes his eyes and goes back to sleep.

It is storming outside. Large, heavy
drops of water pound against the protec-
tive canvas that stretches from one side of
the boat to the other. Lightning zips across
the layer of falling rain, accompanied by
deafening electrical explosions. Below,
waves tower over the tiny boat. They
hesitate for a few minutes in order to gain
momentum. Then, as the boat approaches
the firing zone, one by one the waves
smash against its stubborn hull, submerg-
ing it with tremendous force. Yet,
somehow it emerges from the sea to sur-
vive additional harassments.
The smell of sea water, spew, unwash-

ed bodies, and oil slick saturates the boat.
The waves penetrate the protective canvas.
Everybody is soaked with the sticky sea
water. The up-and-down motion of the
boat makes people nauseous. Plastic bags
are passed around, but tiredness combines
with the waves to make people miss the
targets. The stench pervades the boat.

Tran's stomach acts weirdly. It is turn-
ing and churning on empty space. Sudden-
ly, it squeezes hard, sending a large lump
toward his mouth. Tran struggles to keep
it shut. Hunger and the sickening odor
have already drained away all of his
energy. He cannot bring the plastic bag to
his mouth. He is helpless. The mouth
opens. A stream of opaque liquid shoots
out. He does not bother to find out where
it lands, probably on his legs or on the lady
beneath. "Father. . . father . . . " Tran
feebly grumbles. He tries to call for help,
but his stamina has failed him. His mouth
opens again. Liquid oozes out, flows over
his chin, and drips all over his body. "Oh,
Buddha. What have I done to deserve
this?" Tran asks Buddha in his large head.

Like a disease, humiliation spreads to all
the occupants of the boat. Once in a while,
someone lets out a stinking spew. Hopeful-
ly, he gets it in the bag.
A ray of light hits his face. Tran peeps

out the hole in the canvas. He notices a
monstrous wave coming. "It must be
eighteen-stories high," he thinks. The boat
lurches forward abruptly. Tran's large
head knocks against the side of the boat.
It hurts, but he does not care. He is ter-
rified by the wave. He closes his eyes and
thinks of Buddha. Tran prays to Buddha,
his Protector. He recalls that day when the
communists shelled the city. Trapped in

Continued...
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A guide to eating disorders
When Food's a Foe: How to
Confront and Conquer Eating
Disorders, by Nancy J. Kolod-
ny, Little, Brown, and Com-
pany LTD., 1987, 143 pp.

by D. Zeiger

Who among us hasn't at some
time felt the urge to take off a few
pounds? And who hasn't, on oc-
casion, pigged out and then wish-
ed he didn't have to suffer the
consequences? Most people can
handle these situations in a
healthy, rational manner, but
there are those who allow them
to get out of hand and develop the
eating disorders anorexia nervosa
(which literally means "loss of
appetite" but is a bit of a
misnomer, as shall be seen later)
and bulimia (bingeing on huge

amounts of food and then purg-
ing by vomiting or taking
laxitives).
These eating disorders are what

Nancy J. Kolodny discusses in

When Food's a Foe: How to Con-
front and Conquer Eating
Disorders. In the book, Kolodny
explains what eating disorders
are, how they begin, and how it
is possible to get them under
control.
The book is quite easy to read,

as it seems to be aimed mostly at
teenagers, who are the most fre-
quent victims of eating disorders.
This is a topic that everyone
should be concerned with, simp-
ly because anyone can develop an
eating disorder. Eating disorders
do not merely affect the victim,

How Do

You See

Yourself?

but everyone around the victim as
well.
Kolodny has filled the book

with helpful self-quizzes to aid
the reader in determining if he is
at risk of developing an eating
disorder. Actually, the self-
confidence quizzes are interesting

Part One of Two 
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the bomb shelter, he did the same thing.
He says:
"Please. Buddha, protect your child from
the great destructive wave, from his sins,
and most importantly from Death. I'm
beginning to live. Please don't take that
away."
Then he adds, "I still have my contribu-

tion to make to the world." He thinks that
will stir Buddha's generous heart even
more.
Outside, the water is grayish blue—very

cold and lifeless. The boat goes through

the wave at the top only to dive down on
the other side. Tran lets out a spew. He
continues to throw up until a greenish-
yellow liquid comes out. It tastes sour.
By this time, everyone is worn out. The

occupants of the boat are lying on top of
one another, looking very pale. Their dark
hair is smelly and dirty. The sticky sea
water glues what were delicate strands of
hair into unrefined clumps. Their eyes are
half-closed, in a coma-like state. They
have no energy to open them.
The boat relentlessly proceeds onward,

like a coffin floating on the never ending
sea.

The arrival—the resuscitation and surprise

The fourth day comes. The people begin
to adapt to sea travel. Their stomachs no
longer object to food. Dry toasted bread
and water are passed out. They eat and
drink slowly, valuing each morsel of bread
and each gulp of water.
The portly boat owner appears and tells

his passengers that they are approaching
land, Malaysia.
There is jubilation in the people's hearts.

but they are too weak to celebrate. They
diligently munch on their pieces of bread,
hoping to regain their strength.
Tran wants to thank Buddha, but he is

angry for having been put through such an
ordeal. Why did people have to seek life
through humiliation and the risk of death?
The boat runs straight onto the beach un-

to take, because even if you don't
find that you're at risk, you can
still learn a thing or two about
yourself. There are also many
brief testimonials from victims
and their friends.
Kolodny takes the reader into

the discussion of eating disorders
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Men are satisfied with their looks. The average man says his
ideal is body number 4 — that's what he'd like to weigh — and he
thinks he actually looks like that. He also thinks women are most
attracted to that type — though women say they like their men leaner.

College women, in contrast, think pounds of fat lie between
them and their ideal. They think, on the average, that their bodies
are somewhat slimmer than woman number 4.

From -Use of the Danish Adoption Register for the Studs of Ohesits and
Thinness,- by A. Stukard, T. Sorensen. and F. Schulsinger. in The Genetics
of Neurological and Psychiatric Disorders Edited by S. Kety. 1980. p 119.
Copyright 1983 by Raven Press, New York Used permission

by first discussing the importance

of self-esteem and self-image.
Anorexia and bulimia are not so
much problems in and of
themselves as they are manifesta-
tions of inner problems. The
disorders develop when a person
has trouble with a negative self-
image. He feels unable to ever
measure up to personal standards
of beauty, intellegence, or
whatever. In addition, anorectics
and bulimics "don't often give
themselves credit for the things
they're good at."

Habits are very important to
Kolodny's explanation of eating
disorders—it is her contention
that anorexia and bulimia are
habits that have gotten out of con-
trol. A person can get addicted to
an eating disorder in much the
same way he can become ad-
dicted to alcohol or drugs. In fact,
substituting the words "alcohol"
or "drugs" in many places in this
book can be helpful towards over-
coming these addictions too.
"The transformation of habits

into obsessions, compulsions, or
addictions is often terrible, but it
doesn't have to be terminal,"
Kolodny says. What follows the
general information about habits
is more specific talk about the two
.eating disorders.

til it cannot go forward anymore. Strand-

ed on the white sand of the Malaysian
beach, the boat is a foreign intrusion.
Knowing that the patrol boat will tow it out

into the ocean if it is still sea worthy, the
owner of the boat orders the crew to
destroy the engine. While the destruction
is going on, everybody tries to get out as
fast as he can.
The Malaysian soldiers come in great

numbers. Helicopters hover over the
debilitated boat people like iron eagles hun-

ting little helpless chicks. After examining

the defunct boat,. the soldiers are forced to
take the boat people to the refugee camp.
Everybody on the shuttle boat is

mesmerized by the fantastic view of the
back side of the camp, which is a small
island six kilometers away from the
mainland. The island is so small that it does
not even appear on the map. Covered with
green vegetation, the island is surrounded
by long, white beach and capped on top
by puffy, white clouds—like the white
beard and hair of Santa Claus.
Tran's father attempts to ask the Malay-

sian captain about the island in English, a
language that most educated Malaysians
have learned.
"Do you know if there are animals on

the island?"
"Let me see. There are only some birds

but no snakes or other dangerous
animals."
"How many refugees are there on the

island?"
"Too many. About forty thousand. I

would say."
"That's quite a figure. What about

shelters. . . are there enough for
everybody'?"
"Of course not. There are too many of

you people coming. There are some bar-
racks built by the UN, but they are taken
by the people who arrived before you. You
guys will have to cut down some trees and
build some huts. . . ' •
"How about water? Is there fresh water

on the island?"
"Umm . .hold on." He turns aside and

starts talking to the co-captain in
Malaysian.
"My friend said that a water tanker

comes every two weeks to supply fresh
water."
The shuttle boat takes a long turn around

the island. The camp looks different from
the front. The beach no longer bears the
white color. Plastic bags of multiple col-
ors, rusty cans, and brown bottles cover
the beach. If one pays attention, one can
make out the wooden frame of a refugee's
boat protruding from beneath the trash.
The fresh greenness of the island's vegeta-
tion vanishes. Reddish brown and gray tin
rooftops extend up the mountainside and
into the white clouds.
The bat arrives at a small pier. There

are many shirtless people walking around
on the beach, exposing their golden backs
to the sun. They seem restless.
"Mommy, are all those people waiting

for us?"
"Isn't that wonderful'? We are going to

have a welcoming party."
The black tanker stops about half of a

kilometer from the beach. Two large
yellow hoses stretch out from it to the gray
water tanks.
The semi-naked people become rowdier.

They hurry toward the water tanks, with
large water containers in hands. Sweat
drips from their roasted backs and soaks
their shorts.
"Mommy, they're moving away from

us. What happened'?'
"I guess we are not going to have a party

after all."
The newcomers put their feet on the

beach. The sand is hot, and their feet are

not accustomed to the heat yet. Each per-

son finds a piece of trash and stands on it

to relieve the heat. Then, they are told to

get fresh water, since this would be their
only chance for two weeks.
"Tran, see if you can get us some water.

Your father is not feeling well because of
the heat."
"No problem, Mom."
Entrusted with a duty, Tran walks

toward the crowd with two plastic bottles
in hands, feeling like a man. This is the
first time that his parents burden him with
an important task. Tightening his grips on
the bottles, Tran charges the crowd like a
fighting cock fresh out of its bamboo cage.

Pushing people aside with his elbows, Tran
advances slowly toward the water tank.
Sweat from the people's backs soaks his
cloth, making it sticky. The young fighting
cock battles in its first major tournament,
disregarding any pain or suffering to win.
The opponent's blood and its own blood
turn its golden feather red. The smell of
blood rises, embodying fierce fighting
spirits. The smell of bodies in motion
energizes him. He shoves harder, digging
his fingernails into those wet bodies to pry
them apart. No success! He begins to feel
helpless. He searches in his large head for
sources of encouragement and finds the
Happy Buddha. He prays:
"Buddha, please help me. I must get the

water so that my tired father can be reliev-
ed from the heat. I am the only son. I am
the man of the house. I must get the
water."
He pushes at anything he touches. Sud-

denly, he reaches into thin air and tumbles
forward. He knocks his large head against
the fiberglass tank. He climbs up the tank
and stares down at its bottom. No water.
So he picks up his skinny body and treads
across the hot sand to another tank. This
time, there is some water left over. He tries
to filter out the sand and fills up the two
bottles.
Tran hates all of these people, especial-

ly the occupants of his boat. These are the
same people who had endured all the hard-
ships with him. He has seen them being
humiliated during the trip. He has seen
them leaning against one another in sleep
like Siamese twins. He has seen them pass-
ing the plastic bags to their neighbors as
if a holy ritual was being performed.
"How can a group of people with these
kinds of bonds fight so well among
themselves'?" Tran wonders in his large
head.
The maggots squirm in a dead fish.

Pushing and writhing, they compete with
one another for a rotten piece of meat.

The News-Letter Books Section will be
featuring examples of creative writing by
Johns Hopkins undergraduates. If you have
a piece of work you would like to see
published, the News-Letter would love to
talk to you.
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Science 
The importance of the bedside manner

by Michael Farbowitz

Most students probably think of
medical school as a place where
physicians-to-be gain medical
knowledge and experience dif-
ferent medical specialties.
However, one aspect of medical
education has been neglected, by
both students and medical schools
themselves: the interpersonal
skills necessary to develop a
doctor-patient relationship. Doc-
tors Lee Randol Barker and
David Evans Kern think that they
have solved this problem. Barker
and Kern conduct a month-long
program for medical residents in
internal medicine, teaching doc-
tors the proper way to deal with
patients of all kinds. As part of
the Wednesday Noon Series, Drs.
Barker and Kern, co-directors of
the Division of General Internal
Medicine at the Francis Scott Key
Medical Center and faculty
members at the Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine, discussed
"Teaching doctors to com-
municate with patients."
Dr. Barker first asked the au-

dience to express the problems
they encountered at the physi-

cian's office. Most of the
responses seemed to indicate a
public unsatisfied with their doc-
tor visits, and most complaints
were legitimate, according to
Barker. People complained that
the visits were often rushed and
sometimes interrupted by phone
calls or other distractions. The
doctor would often either explain
the patient's condition in medical
terms too complex for the patient,
or would oversimplify the condi-
tion. Barker and Kern condens-
ed the most common complaints
into six categories. They are the
physician's failure to:
—Listen
—Clarify patient's problems
—Respond to concerns and
psychological needs
—Educate and motivate
—Get the most out of available
time
To illustrate the difference a

few behavioral changes can make
on the doctor-patient relationship,
Drs. Barker and Kern showed a
videotape, simulating a par-
ticularly hard subject to deal with:
informing a patient that she has
cancer. After having a polyp
removed from her colon, the pa-

tient returns to the physician's of-
fice to learn the results of the
tissue biopsy. The first doctor is
sensitive and has a gentle voice,
but when the patient becomes
upset, he continues to describe
the medical explanation. Dr.
Kern emphasized that when a pa-
tient is upset, they often will not
even hear what the physician is
saying. Furthermore, the doctor
has already made plans for the pa-
tient' surgery. According to
Kern, the input of the patient is_
essential to help alleviate his or
her anxiety.
By contrast, the second doctor

seems to hold a conversation with
the patient, as opposed to the first
doctor's monologue. He is not
afraid to use the word cancer in
discussing the condition. When
the patient becomes upset, he
comforts her, and gives her time
to ask questions. The patient is
permitted to arrange her own
surgery time, etc. This gives the
patient more control over her
situation. These changes in
behavior between the two doctors
seems to be minor, but in
traumatic times, every little thing
makes the difference.

Drs. Barker and Kern also
discussed the importance of
treating biomedical and
psychological symptoms
together. Quite often, says Kern,
doctors separate the two.
However, psychological symp-
toms sometimes manifest
themselves in physical condi-
tions. For example, fatigue, lack
of sleep, and lack of hunger are
sometimes indicative of depres-
sion. A person who has an
underlying mental illness usual-
ly visits his general physician
before a specialist. Therefore,
Dr. Kern says that doctors should
be especially careful in their
observations of their patients'
emotional state.
How are physicians taught

these interpersonal skills? In their
program, Drs. Barker and Kern
use a variety of methods. The
first is role playing between the
teaching physician and the
medical resident. The doctors
gave an example of role playing
by acting out the same scenario
seen on the videotape. Dr. Kern
calls the role playing "active
learning—learning by practice,
not by lecture or by watching

other physicians." Another ad-

vantage of role playing is that

residents can test out different
responses in a "safe situation."

They can call time out and start

over at any time. Other methods

that Barker and Kern use are
simulated patients, people who

are paid to act out certain

scenarios, residents are exposed

to alcoholism, marital problems,

and hypochondriacs. Through
video review, the resident can see
himself in action and discuss pro-
blems with his peers. Finally, by
actually observing in person other
physicians' relationships with
their patients, the resident sees
the skills "integrated into a real
time frame," as opposed to the
"safe situations" that are part of
the other techniques.
A poor patient-doctor relation-

ship can have sever conse-
quences, says Dr. Kern. They in-
clude inaccurate diagnosis, an
unhappy patient, misuse of
therapy by a patient, and
ultimately malpractice suits. In
light of such serious results, Dr.
Kern wonders why more time is
not spent teaching medical
students these important skills.

Spring Cleaning: Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
by Denise A. Ross
Humans shed about 1.5 grams

of skin every day. Most of this
,skin becomes dust atop furniture
and floors. Should you doubt this,
gather some dust and burn it. It
will smell like singed skin.
The idea that most of your

"house dust" is really "people
dust" makes the thought of even
walking across your floor, not to
mention placing cooking utensils
on the counter, rather repulsive.
Every person who has set foot in
your home has left a small
moment() for you to treasure,
tread on, or inhale, as the case
may be. Not a pleasant thought.
The ideal situation would be to

bring a halt to dividing skin cells.
Unfortunately, this is not possi-
ble while we are still alive. Skin
grows and renews itself at all
times. One of its most important
functions is to produce the dead
horny layer of keratin which pro-
tects the organism from the
environment.
The outer layer of skin is call-

ed the epidermis. It can be
separated into several layers.
From the bottom to the top they
are: the basal layer, the spiny
layer, the granular layer, and the
horny layer.

In human epidermis, the cells
of the basal layer are usually
somewhat cubic in shape. This
layer produces all the cells in the
epidermis.
The cells of the basal layer

divide by a process known as
mitosis. When the cells divide,
they begin to move up into the
next layer of the epidermis, the
spiny layer. As the cells ascend,
they change shape. The cells of
the spiny layer are polyhedral and
become increasingly flattened as
they are squeezed into the
granular layer.
The cells of the granular layer

ae characterized by granules of
protein called keratin. These cells

do not divide. Instead, they begin
to change shape into the outer
skin cells which are called
keratinocytes. As the cells of the
granular layer age and migrate
outward, the keratin granules
become more prominent. The
pressure from the dividing cells
below causes the cells to become
flattened sacs of keratin protein
known as the horny layer.
From the day you are born, the

dead cells of the horny layer are
shed and replaced by new cells
coming up from the granular
layer. In adult skin, a cell born
in the basal layer takes approx-
imately two weeks to reach the
horny layer.

It is generally agreed that cell
division in the epidermis occurs
chiefly in the basal layer.
However, there has been some
disagreement about this. The
following experiment illustrates
that most of the epidermis'

•mitotic activity does take place in

the basal layer.
In this experiment, a single

layer of horny cells is removed by

applying a piece of scotch tape to

a subject's arm and quickly pull-

ing it off. Under the microscope

you can see a single layer of
keratinized cells adhering to the
sticky surface. Repeat the process

over the same area of skin until

the surface becomes red and

shiny but remains dry. Stain each

section and make counts of

dividing cells, mitotic counts.

A complete stripping of the

horny layer is accompanied by
some cell damage, hyperemia
(excesses of blood in the body
part), and mild inflammation of
the layer under the epidermis, the
dermis. This could cause mitotic
activity. However, the loss of less
skin can lead to appreciable
mitotic activity without the above
damage.

Approximately half of the mi-
totic counts occur in the basal

layer. The other half occur in the
spiny layer. Only a few mitotic
counts are said to occur in the
higher layers of the spiny layer.
To appreciate the significance

of this observation, the change
which occurs in the epidermis
after the tape treatment is observ-
ed. During the first 72 hours, the
basal cells increase the space they
occupy while their numbers are

decreasing. However, they con-
tinue to divide at the same rate as
before. A large percentage of the
mitotic counts attributed to the
spiny layer are really basal cells
which have been crowded out of
space.
Most tissues have an intrinsic

potential for cell division which
is related to the normal loss of
cells. It is possible that the rate

of loss itself may to some extent
be dependent upon the rate of
production. No one is quite sure
what the case is, or how we can
stop ourselves from slowly
changing into dust. Until it is
figured out, maybe it's time to
break out those vacuum cleaners
and do your spring cleaning a lit-
tle early.

Hopkins Science Beat
Becoming a Doctor

The "Hospital as a Human In-
stitution" will again be presenting
a lecture for the JHMI humanities
series. The topic, A Dialogue on
Becoming a Doctor, will be
hosted by Melvin Konner and
John Stone. Dr. Konner is a pro-
fessor and chairman of an-
thropology and associate pro-
fessor of psychiatry at Emory
University. More recently, he
received an M.D. at Harvard
Medical School, an experience
recounted in a recent book,
"Becoming a Doctor: A Journey
of Initiation into Medical
'School." Dr. Stone is a professor
of medicine and community
health and associate dean of ad-
missions at Emory University
School of Medicine. The public
lecture will be held on Monday,
March 14. The humanitarian
series will also present a film,
Coma, on Wednesday. March 16.
It will be followed by a discussion
by David Diamond, a teaching
fellow in the Writing Seminars at
the Johns Hopkins University.
Both events will be on the first
floor auditorium of the preclinical
teaching building on the East
Baltimore campus. For more in-
formation please call 955-3363.

Whole Living Expo '88

The Office of the Chaplain.

JHU, and the Baltimore
Resources sponsor "Whole Liv-
ing Expo '88" in Levering Hall
on Saturday. March 19, from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m. There will be
over 60 exhibits covering
Acupuncture, Chiropractic,
Nutrition and Natural Foods,
Yoga, and many other topics.
There will be over 30 workshops
offered to expand the mind and
body. Tickets are $5 in advance,
$7.50 at the door, and are
available at The Office of the
Chaplain and the Union Desk. A
portion of the proceeds will
benefit the Johns Hopkins
Tutorial Project, celebrating its
30th year, providing free one-to-
one tutoring to Baltimore City
school children. For more infor-
mation, call 338-8188.

Superconductivity Lecture
L. Erik Titland, director of

research activities for Baltimore
Gas and Electric Company, will
deliver the fifth A.G. Christie
Lecture on March 15, at 8 p.m.,
in Merganthaler Ill. Titland will
speak on "Superconductivity: Its
Current Status and Impact on the
Future of the Power Industry."
The lecture is sponsored by the
Department of Mechanical
Engineering and the Baltimore
section of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers.

The Achievements of Women in
Medicine

Gloria Moldow, Associate
Dean and Director of Graduate
Studies at Iona College, will
speak on "Women Doctors in
America: Lessons from the
Past," to open the Seminar Series
on the Achievements of Women
in Medicine. The series is a part
of the ongoing JHMI Humanities
Series. Moldow will speak on
Monday, March 28, at 5:30 p.m.,
at the Preclinical Teaching
Building on the Medical School
campus.

Asthma Sufferers

Men 18 to 45 years old with
asthma are needed by JHU
allergists to trace how inhaled
drugs are distributed in the lungs.
The study requires 2-4 visits to
the Hopkins Allergy Clinic. Par-
ticipants will be paid. If in-
terested, call 955-8166 or
955-3350.

PMS Patients
Researchers at JHU are offer-

ing free medical examinations
and psychological counseling to
women with Pre-Menstrual Syn-
drome. Women between 21 and
45 may qualify for the 3 month
study at Johns Hopkins Hospital.
For more information, call
955-6111 or 955-5653.
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Sports 

Crushing losses squeeze Jays
Ciccarone and Dressels abandon team

LAX, From 1

Ciccarone was a starting at-
tackman who scored nine goals
and nineteen points last year. He
recorded an assist in Saturday's
game against Syracuse.
John Dressel was a starting

midfielder who scored twelve
goals last year. His brother was
on the Jays' third midfield line
which "doesn't play in games, "
explained Zimmerman.
The three players are part of

families with long lacrosse tradi-
tions at Hopkins. Ciccarone has
a younger brother, Steve, who is

still on the team, and has two
older brothers who have played
lacrosse at Hopkins.

His father, Henry Ciccarone
Sr., coached Hopkins lacrosse
from 1975-83, winning three con-
secutive national championships
from 1978-80. He also played for
Hopkins as a student, and will be

inducted this spring into the
Lacrosse Hall of Fame.

The two Dressel brothers have
an older brother, Del, who
became only the third collegiate
lacrosse player ever to be named
a first team All-America four
times. Zimmerman told the
News-Letter that Del Dressel is
"the kind of player that comes
along once in a generation."
The three resignations have left

much speculation and uncertain-
ty in the Blue Jays' camp as the
team heads for tomorrow's game
against Washington College, a
team that Hopkins usually
dominates.
Sophomore Scott Marr will

replace Ciccarone on attack.
Junior Patrick Russell will start in
place of John Dressel on the first
midfield unit, while sophomore
Jay Clarke will take Dressel's
spot on the extra-man offense.
The departures mark the third

tumultuous event to rock the Jays
this season. Last month, two
Hopkins players, sophomore
defenseman Dave Howland and
sophomore starting goalie Quint
Kessenich, were suspended for
one month, including the
Syracuse game. They had
allegedly taken part in the
destruction of furniture at the
Northway Apartment. A third
player, junior defenseman James
DeTommaso, received a two
week suspension for the same in-
cident but played in the Syracuse
game.
Then, without Howland and

Kessenich, came the Syracuse
rout.
Zimmerman said that the team

was naturally "down" after the
loss to Syracuse and that the three
players' quitting is disruptive.
"But I have confidence in the kids
practicing out there now, " hel
said.

Hopkins scoreless
for 32:56

by Steven Silber

Hopkins suffered its worst
defeat in fifteen years last Satur-
day with a 19-7 opening-day loss
to Syracuse. Nearly 10,000
Homewood fans saw the
Orangemen score eleven
unanswered mid-game goals and
pull away from the defending na-
tional champions.
Things looked shaky from the

start for the Blue Jays when
goalie Jeff Kramer failed to make
a save until 59 seconds into the
second quarter. Kramer, starting
the first time ever for Hopkins,
was replacing regular goalie
Quint Kessenich, suspended for
one game by head coach Don

Hopkins Lacrosse players John Ciccarone, Mark Dressel, and John Dressel (left to right), hung up their Hopkins cleats after the trashing by Syracuse.
Reasons unknown.

Zimmerman.
But the fault was not entirely

the goaltender's as the porous
Hopkins defense allowed several
shots from within ten to twenty
feet of the net, including a suc-
cessful connection by Orange
midfielder Paul Gait only ten
seconds into the game. Gait
would go on to score two more
goals for the Orange.

It was Paul's twin brother
Gary, however, who really
menaced the Jays; the midfielder
recorded five goals and two
assists for Syracuse. Gait was
often set up by attackman John
Zulberti, who registered a goal
and an amazing seven assists.
Eight more Orangemen scored
either once or twice in producing
the highest point total ever in a
game which Hopkins lost.

After Paul Gait's goal off the
opening face-off, the Jays tied the
score before the end of the first
minute of play with an unassisted
netter by midfielder John
Wilkens. The Jays then took the
lead for the only time of the after-
noon at 1:58 in the first quarter,
when Jeff Ihm connected on an
assist from John Cicarone. The
Orangemen then made it 3-2, but
Blue Jay midfielder Brendan Kel-
ly tied things up with 5:10 re-
maining in the period. It was 5-3
Syracuse, when attackman Ihm
scored his second goal of the
game with 2:21 remaining. This
ended Hopkins' scoring for the
first quarter, which closed with a
7-4 Syracuse advantage.

In the meantime Kramer had
stopped no shots for the Jays. But
it looked promising for Hopkins
when 59 seconds into the second
quarter, Kramer made his first
save. Then senior attackman
Mike Morrill blasted one in from
several feet away, and Homewood
Field was rocking. But 7-5 would
be as close as the Jays would
come as Hopkins' sticks went
silent for the next 32 minutes and
56 seconds. Syracuse made the
score 10-5 at the half and led 18-5
in the fourth quarter before
Hopkins scored again, on an
unassisted effort by freshman at-
tackman Matt Panetta. The
Orange and Jays then traded
goals, Wilkens' second of the
game, ending the afternoon
massacre at 19-7.
In the net for Syracuse,

sophomore Matt Palumb was im-
pressive, stopping 15 of 21 shots
on goal. The Jays took 44 shots
overall. For Hopkins, Kramer
saved 15 of 34 chances, with the
Orangemen shooting 38 times
altogether.
The loss marked the worst Blue

Jay defeat since 1973 when the
Jays lost to Maryland 17-4 at Col-
lege Park. Saturday's loss was
Coach Don Zimmerman's worst
in his five-year tenure at
Hopkins. It was also the Jays
third consecutive opening-day IP,
defeat to Syracuse, knocking
Hopkins from its number-one
ranking.
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Marathon Dance
benefitting
(Students Against Multiple Sclerosis)

March 11-12 8 p.m.-8 p.m.
Live Music
Prizes

DJ's

Raffles
Dance Will Be Held in ROTC Building

(behind the Athletic Center)
Free T-Shirts For Registered Dancers
($4.00 for non-registered dancers,

while supplies last)
Sponsor Sheets Available for $1.00
Registration Fee In SAC Office

(only registered dancers can win prizes)
Admission to dance

for non-registered dancers:
$2.00, good for all 24 hours

Questions? Call Susan or Unice at 243-0980
or Jeff at x5702

Sponsored by the Union Board,
the IFC, and SAMS
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Nominations for.

SAC SEALS. .. .* .* *
.. Are Being .*
. ..
. *
** Accepted ***
*
* .* ** ** *
i Until March 18:*** *. ** ** .* **** Forms available i*
* ** ** in the ***
i Student Activities i

*

* Office *** ** .* *. ** ** Nominees: Seniors ** *: Nominated By: Any Undergraduates:
*****************************************

Housemaster Appreciation Day
March 1 1 th

Mol_ly Bardsley
Steve Basta
Ami Dimas
Shiv Chopra

.Roh Durocher
Alice griffin
Cindy Harper
Sazib Khuand
Kris Kieswetter

Krowiak
Margaret gran,

grace Kung
Sagar fonial

Vivynne Martindale
Jamie Morris
Mark Postler
Amy .Reiter

Jason Shaplen
Ken Strong

Paul Swanson
Melissa Wu

Student Assistant
We cannot put your faces in
stone next to Mt. Rushmore,
but March 11 is a day that
has "great significance". On
this day, we tha'-'( you for
your commitment, time, and

, patience.
Thank you—The Freshman Dorm Council

MINIMIIIMIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMINIIIIIIMIll•MIIIIIMIN111=1•1101111M1•1111M111

SPRING FAIR CONCERT I

Fair and Up Front Promotions welcome II

I The BoDeans I

Saturday, April 16th 1
i in Shriver Hall at 7:30 P.M. I

I $9.50 tIckets on sale NOW I
I exclusively to students
I at the Union Desk. Iummiummommimmumemmimminimmilimmulimmommol
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BIA Droppings
by Jim Comolli

Spring Break—what a concept.
At least nine days of rest and
relaxation with your most
strenuous activity involving get-
ting up and going to the
bathroom. In my opinion (despite
how little it's worth), there are
two types of breaks. The rich per-
son's break, which involves
traveling to Hawaii or Florida or
skiing somewhere in the West.
The other type is my
preference—the poor person's
break. This means spending your
meager finances on mind-altering
substances so that you think you
are in Hawaii, Florida, or the
West when actually you're
somewhere in New Jersey
(although I often compare
Secaucus to Vail). One other
bonus about break is that the
NCAA hoops tournament will be
in full stride (as will my ESPN).
The BIA has its own version of
the tourney occuring early next

week, so look for the basketball
playoff schedule to be posted this
weekend.
Despite the looking ahead, the

BIA packs a heavy schedule this
week. First, coming up Saturday,
March 12 is the BIA billiards
tournament which will start at 11
a.m. in the Game Room of
Levering. Try to sign up by 5
p.m. today or call Lane at
235-8328 with problems. Next
week the BIA will also jam in
some more lacrosse games and
with trouble here call our expert
in jamming it in (to all types of
places) Peter the Plunger"
Clark at 889-1305. Also next
week, teams are reminded to sign
up for BIA softball and foosball,
which will take place after Spring
Break (it deserves to be
capitalized—that's why). Failure
to register a team (like a bunch
of boneheads for lax forgot to do)
before break could be
disasterous.

The Hopkins
by Philip Kouyoumdjian

The Johns Hopkins Ice Hockey
team finally won a game last
Thursday, and they won big: 11-1
against Bethesda Medical Center.
The first and second lines had a
field day as they scored seven of
the eleven goals. Tom Rocco
opened the scoring at 13:10 in the
first period on a give-and-go pass
from Joe Zangara. About six

minutes later. Bill Marquardt
scored with linemate Pat Gibbons
getting the assist. Joe Zangara
topped off the first period as he
slid the puck past the Bethesda
goalie on a centering pass from
Philip Kouyoumdjian.

First line center, Pat Gibbons
hogged the second period as he
scored the only two goals on
assists by Bill Marquardt and Ed
Coffey.

Lacrosse Quiz Results
Well, its over. After searching

high and low and scrounging
about the four corners of the
earth, the correct answers—well,
most of the correct answers—
the 1988 Lacrosse Quiz were
found. Due to the unusually good
quality of the prize offered, we
were not surprised by the plethora
of entries we received-25. Yes,
for Hopkins that is a good show-
ing. Anyway,the quality of the
entries was quite impressive and
that made for a harsh battle for
first. In fact, there were six peo-
ple tied for first each with a mere
one question wrong.. .that's in-
cluding the bonus. The winner
was finally determined by a ran-
dom draw and the name
is.. . Gopal Kowdley, a soph here
at THE University. Congrats
Gopal and thanks to all those who
entered.

P.S. Gopal, contact the
business manager, the renowned
Ms. Flory Ware at the Gate-
house, for info on how to pick up
your new ST X lax stick.

cem-'-en bomb Bethesda
The Fightin' Docs should have

considered themselves lucky up
to that point in the game, because
the third period was a nightmare
for them. The Jays scored six
goals in a span of about seven
minutes. Three of these goals
were shorthanded, so let's start
handing out the hardware and
make everybody happy. Mike
Holmes put one in on a backhand
assisted by Pat Gibbons. Bill

Bowling followed,and he was set
up by Tom Rocco. The third line
got their share as Chris Crosby
and Jay Cawkins both scored
within 25 seconds of each other.
Ed Coffey got his second goal of
the night from Gibbons (what a
night he had). Finally, Rocco
finished what he started by get-
ting the Jay's last goal of the night
assisted by Philip Kouyoumdjian
and Joe Zangara. The Fighting

Docs kept fighting until the end,
though, as Blue Jay goaltender
Dave Bowyer was burned on a
tremendous blast by one of the
Bethesday Med student players.

All in all, it was a fun night,
and the fan support was much im-
proved. Maybe that's why we
won so big.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.

At Army ROTC Camp Challenge. you'll learn
what it talces to succeed— in college and in life
You'll build self confidence and develop your
leadership potential Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Army Officer's commission when
you graduate from college

Army Rom Camp Challenge It may be
lust what you need to reach the top

ortm.

Lit
63

Istacoo

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAR TAKE.

Find out more.
Call Captain Rick Kearney 338-7474

You are invited to attend
The Johns Hopkins University

Frank R. Kent Memorial Lecture

"AIDS AND THE MEDIA:
THE EDUCATION OF

AN EDITOR"

with

DAVID SCHNEIDERMAN
Publisher, The Village Voice

and president of Stern Publications

THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 1988,
8 P.M.

Newbury Auditorium
Seeley G. Mudd Hall

Johns Hopkins University
Homewood Campus

Lecture is open to the public
without charge

No tickets required
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Seasoned Shoremen host Jays
Hopkins puts it all on the line against Washington College
by Patrick Furey

Whoever made up the 1988
lacrosse schedule for the
Washington College Shoremen
should have his head examined.
The small Division III college,

with an enrollment of around
750, opens their season with six
games in just 18 days. As if that's
not bad enough, last Saturday the
Shoremen traveled to Chapel Hill
to face the mighty Tar Heels.
This Saturday they play host to
the defending national champion
Johns Hopkins Blue Jays and then
turn around to face Navy in An-
napolis only four days later. The
following Sunday they must face
Guilford, currently one of the top
ranked teams in Division III. In
all, Washington plays 16 games
this season, including three
games against teams ranked in the
top ten in Division I and match-
ups against traditional Division III
powers such as Hobart and West
Chester.
Sound crazy? Well,

Washington plays a schedule like
this every year, and every year
they finish among the top three or
four teams in Division III. Last
season, the Shoremen finished

10-7 and ranked third in the final
Division III Coaches' Poll. Of the
seven losses, four were to Divi-
sion I teams and one was to
Hobart. Furthermore, Washing-
ton proved that they can
play with the big boys, as they put
scares into Duke and Navy before
falling 9-6 in both games.
With the lineup and firepower

they have this season, the
Shoremen are going to scare a lot
of people. Coach Terry Corcoron
returns 9 starters from last year's
team, including two Division III
All-Americans. Washington is
especially strong on attack, where
last year's leading scorer Tim
Hormes (40 goals and 5 assists)
leads a group of seasoned
veterans. Hormes, a sophomore,
scored 7 goals in the season
opener against Lynchburg and
chalked up a goal arri an assist in
the 17-5 loss at Chapel Hill. Also
back are seniors Paul Deniken
and Paul Miller, who combined
for 29 goals and 9 assists last
season. Deniken has been
awesome in the early season,
scoring 6 goals in the 28-4 vic-
tory over Lynchburg and two
goals against Carolina. Miller had
four goals and 6 assists in the first

two games. They will be joined
by juniors Walt Spence and Matt
Kelly, freshmen Ben Lamana and
Ron Council, and sophomore
Mark Cavallaro. Washington also
boasts a solid mid-field, where
they return three seniors. Mike
McGuane racked up 43 points last
season on 27 goals and 16 assists,
and appears headed in the same
direction thus far this season.
Mike scored five goals and had
three assists in the season opener.
Chris Dollar was second only to
Hormes in goals last season, as he
put the ball past the goalie 28
times. Mike Wookfolk has
already started to produce this
season, scoring four goals and
assisting on two others in the first

two games.
The Shoremen's most obvious

weakness is defense, although
this year's squad is the most ex-
perienced in recent memory.
Matt Wilson, Terry Reynolds,
Brian Kelleher, Jim Houtenbrink,
and Pat Youngs are all seasoned
veterans, but they'll have to be
sharp in the first few games as the
Shoremen break in their new
goalie. Bill Carr moved to goal
from defense this season, and he
got a rude welcome from the

UNC Tar Heels. Carolina blitz-
ed Carr for 17 goals, as the senior

managed only five saves. If Carr
falters, Washington may use
either Mark Mickum or Todd
Emmons, who are both seniors
with experience in the net.
So, it appears that Coach Cor-

coran may have the personnel to
survive his schedule and maybe
even make a run at dethroning the
Hobart dynasty. But what are his
chances, realistically, against the
Blue Jays this Saturday? After all,
Washington has only beaten the
Jays once in 28 tries, and they
were drubbed here last St.
Patrick's Day by a score of 23-7.
Hopkins, however, has fallen
upon some tough times. Last
week's 19-7 loss to Syracuse and
recent team turmoil may cause
the Jays to look past the
Shoremen. This Saturday's game
may be much closer than a lot of
people think, especially since it
will be played in Chestertown. If
the veteran Washington attack
can catch the Blue Jays sleeping,
they just might pull off a huge
upset.

Bramble on The American League East
by P. Sean Bramble

Thanks again for the letters, but
please—there's no room for any
more. I know this because when
I asked Chris to find an ap-
propriate place for my fan mail,
he said he couldn't—the trash can
was too full.
So, undeterred by editorial in-

souciance, I now offer my fourth
and final set of predictions: the
American League East.
And the winner is . . .
1. New York Yankees. You

were expecting the Cleveland In-
dians, perhaps? Before I go any
further, I would like to say that
I am anything but a Yankee lover,
but there's no denying the team
with the hot hand this year. Just
imagine this lineup: Henderson,
Randolph, Mattingly, Clark,
Winfield, Pagliarulo, Kelly,
Slaught, and Santana. The start-
ing pitching is unremarkably con-
sistent, the bullpen is consistent-
ly remarkable. The defense is ter-
rific. The only thing the Yankees
have to guard against is the
Martin-Steinbrenner drama,
which could once again disrupt
the team. But hey. . . a lot of
teams would like to have that be
their only problem.
2. Toronto Blue Jays. The

other three contenders from last
year (Blue Jays, Tigers, and
Brewers) all had players who put
up fantastic numbers last year,
but it is this author's opinion that
the Blue Jays' stars played less
over their heads than anybody
else. And yet. . .there's a nagg-
ing feeling I have, that somehow
the Blue Jays are poised for a big
fall this year. I suppose my fears
are based on the massive dissen-
sion within the Blue Jay ranks this
spring. But the Jays are the smart
money for second, and I'll stick

by them.
3. Milwaukee Brewers. A ter-

rific team. Tom Trebelhorn did a
good job with this once-moribund
club. Paul Molitor, despite play-
ing only 118 games, still scored
more runs and hit more doubles
than anyone else in the league.

And he set the Brewer record for
stolen bases, too. In addition, the
Brewers have the league's two
best catchers (Surhoff &
Schroeder), a power hitting short-

stop (Dale Sveum), and 2/3 of a
good outfield with Yount and
Deer. Sure, they've got holes, but

if you take a look at the rest of

the teams in the division, it's hard

to say anyone else deserves to
rate ahead of them.
4. Baltimore Orioles. I know,

I know. . I spend most of the
year building up respect for the
smart things I say, and then I
choose to blow it all on this one
pick. But I would submit that the
Orioles are not that bad; that if it
is possible for the Yankees to
jump three places into first, it is
certainly possible for the Orioles
to jump two places into fourth.
Much as I was an admifer of
Hank Peters, I think Roland He-
mond has done a lot of things
right for this club. Granted, the
.names he's brought in have been

comparitively minor, but the im-
portant thing Hemond has done is
get the morale of the organization
back on track. Even more impor-
tant than attitude, though, is the
fact that the Orioles have good
young talent, they have a tremen-
dous power corps, and Eddie
Murray is feelin' good. Call this
my surprise pick if you will.
5. Boston Red Sox. Good

young talent, but not quite there
yet. The reason? Take away
Roger Clemens, and the Red Sox
ERA is worse than the Orioles'
and almost as bad as the Indians'.
Maybe that's not a fair way to
evaluate the staff, but it does beg
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A word from lax reporter ex-
traordinaire, Steve Silber:

Hopkins' tradition of losing to

Syracuse opening day was

preceded by an even older Blue

Jay-Orangemen tradition—
throwing oranges onto the field.
Oranges were hurled by

Homewood fans not only after
Hopkins' first goal, but during

the pre-game ceremonies as well.

This year, Syracuse players were

particularly the targets.
According to Hopkins Athletic

Director Bob Scott, an orange hit
Syracuse coach Roy Simmons

directly on the back of the neck
where he had undergone surgery
ten days earlier. Simmons, for-
tunately was not hurt. "It's one
thing to throw oranges on the the
field," Scott said, "but it is real-
ly stupid on the part of those who
threw oranges at the Syracuse
coaches and players—and hit
them."
A word to all those pre-

professionals who have finally
found the Athletic Center after
three and a half years and are try-
ing to get into shape for the out-
side world—be careful, start

6 slowly, stretch. . . use common
sense. What you haven't done in
three years can not be made up
for in three months.

Gotta go.. . An enjoyable, non-
studying SPRING BREAK to all.
Later.

the question: what exactly will
Lee Smith be able to save when
Clemens isn't starting?
6. Detroit Tigers. Going down

for the count. From Sean's list of
"Tigers likely to decline in
1988" we have Trammell, Her-
nodon, Nokes, Madlock, Lemon,
Evans, Brookens, Alexander,
Henneman, Tanana, Terrell. . .
7. Cleveland Indians. "I would

have thought it is a city to die
in"—Rainer Maria Rilke.
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S

TRIVIA QUESTION: Slugger
Bobby Richardson drove in 12
runs versus the Pirates in the
1960 World Series.

•

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
SPECIALISTSwEva RIGHT/NyouRBAclocAvy.=,

THE TRAVEL
CONNECTION

467-9300
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN THE ROTUNDA MALL

UP THE RAMP FROM THE GIANT
TAKE THE HOPKINS SHUTTLE OR JUST CALL

• AIRLINE & AMTRAK 1ICKI7S, TOURS,
CRUISES, GROI TS, AND MUCH MORE
• LOWEST FARES AVAILABLE
• NO SERVICE FEES

WE'VE OPENED JUST FOR HOPKINS ON SATURDAYS
10AM-2Plit

•
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The Gala E Quiz:

•
Win Certificates for a Case of Schaefer

and $10 Worth of Food ••()••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-1. Name Fox's owner.
2. Name the baby on Duet.
3. Name Duet's dog, and the actor who plays

him.
* • 4. Name Chazz's girlfriend.
* 5. What was the original name of Boys Will Be

Boys?
• 6. Name the cartoon family on The Tracey
* Ullman Show.
* • 7. Who robbed Garry Shandling?
* 8. Named the first major show canned.
* 9* Why did Vicki get sent to prison?* 
*10. Name Al's co-worker in the shoe store.
,0000 S 000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Sponsored by:
Eddie 's Supermarket
3117 St. Paul St.

889-1558

0000

and

Die's Liquors
3109 St. Paul St.

243-0221

000000

11. Where did the Bundys go on vacation? *
12. What game show did the Bundys appear on?
13. Name three hosts of The Late Show.
14. What former baseball player is now a

Werewolf? 0®
15. Name 2 captains on 21 Jump Street.
16. Who played the president's wife?
17. Who owned Garry Shandling's new house? *
18. Name the former Ullman and Rhoda star. *
19. Name the Guard on Women in Prison. 8
20. Which actor was accused of getting a high c)

school girl pregnant?

CO 0000
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* InStuCtions: Alio, 'zlings. Say hello to Maryland's newest driver. Yes, the Quizmaster passed his road test. He now has a license to drive. Wow. But on to the business at hand. This week's quiz deals with

0 the Clear Choice - TV 45, or for others of you, Channel 5, WTTG D.C., and for those who don't come from these parts, simply the Fox network. If you watch these shows, and you should, these answers will
come easily. If not, start watching, and have a laugh. Either way, you have have plenty of time to enter as our next issue comes out on Friday, April 1st, no fooling. So get your entries to the N-L Den by March

`-r) 30th at 5 p.m.

0
Results: Well, they said it wouldn't happen, but it did. She cried until she was blue in the face, but orange you hung in there. Congrats go out to Marlene Schwabee Baby Schwaeber. You won. Whoopie.
There were a lot of entries, but there were also millions of possible answers. So therefore, here are some of the trickier ones: 2) Mike Rotundo; 3) Rusty Staub; 13) John Odom; Bonus) The Fruit. Thanx to those who entered.

0 P.S.: Well Doomsday came. Did it ever. 19 to 7. Oh my. Talk about a massacre. Boy, were those girls psychic. The QM tips his hat to them. Let's hope the Jays recover.
0 'Zlings, since break is coming up, here's wishing you a happy one, be it in Fla., home, or stuck here like the QM. Make the most of it, and we'll be seeing one another again in three weeks.

0 Oh, and while speaking of foxes, a special QM hello to My Favorite Twenty year-old, also called MFT for short. See, I told you you'd be here. Later...

The Coffee Shop outside Gilman will
be open Sunday and Monday from
8:30 p.m. to 1230 a.m. Be sure to sup-
port this effort. Groups interested in sell-
ing other weeknights please contact
Danny at 243-6630 or leave a note in
the Catholic Community SAC box.

Every Thursday nite is Newman Nite.
You've heard about it, now be sure to
drop by. Dinner starts at 6 p.m. Discus-
sion at 7 p.m. The address is 2941 N.
Charles St.

The Black and Blue Jay will be holding
a general meeting for anyone interested

writing, drawing, or in any way help-
ing out on our next issue. The meeting
will be on Monday, March 14 at 8 p.m.
H. Conference Room A. Questions? Call
Chris at 889-2827.

APL Colloquium: An Overview of the
Antarctic Ozone Depletion. Presented
by Mark R. Schoeberl, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Friday, March 11 at 2
p.m. ITV Classroom, 214 Maryland.

Try something different tonight!
Lensman, a science fiction, adventure
film based on the books by E.E. "Doc"

!Smith, and created using computer
animation as well as traditional anima-
,tion, will be shown tonight at 8 p.m. in
110 Maryland (Japanese with English
subtitles). •

Don't miss the exciting movie, The
Greek Tycoon, sponsored by the HSA,
on Monday, March 7, at AMRI-TV
Room, 8 p.m. Free admission.

The Johns Hopkins University Forum
on Korean Affairs in association with the
Department of Political Science
presents the second lecture in the series
Korea: A Nation in Transition, by Dr.
Donald S. Macdonald, Research Pro-
fessor of Korea Studies of the
Georgetown University School of
Foreign Service. Thursday, March 17
at 8 p.m. in the Glass Pavilion. Free and
open to the gener'al public.

The Comic Book Club will meet Tues-
day at 6:30 p.m. in Conference Room
A to organize the spring auction. Yes,
it's postering time!
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Auditions!!. Auditions!!. . Audi-
tions!!! Attention all performers! Don't

RN mil "pm miss your chance to flaunt your "talent'

IMP U BE Tuesday, March 15, in the Robert

.41.I for the Hopkins Community. The Ail
111111 MI IN • Barnstormers are holding auditions for

Woody Allen's hysterical comedy
"God" on Monday, March 14, and4_

111 111 Arellano Theater at 8 p.m.. So if you

JJ I. have a great comic sense, a flaire for
humor, a knowledge of funny jokes, or

Mil ME Milm um you're just funny looking, we need you!
Nil Eli MS IN Also needed: stage crew members,

imptimul production assistants, and an assistant
director Questions, or special ar-
rangements, call Michael at 235-9441.
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Hopkins Women's Soccer at the
Athletic Center Friday at 6 p.m and
Sunday at 2 p.m. All welcome!

From March 1-31, the Office of Student
Financial Services will be closed Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Friday after-
noons from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m., in order

to review freshman files We regret any
inconvenience this may cause. In case
of emergency, please go to 319
Latrobe.

Irish? Not? Either way come to the
Hopkins Irish Cultural Society (HICS)
meeting on Wednesday, March 16, 7
p.m., Conference Room A. For more in-
formation, call Tim at 889-0499. Slante.

The Bridge Club will meet on Tuesday
night at 8 p.m. in the Snack Bar. All are
welcome to attend. Beginner and in-
termediate lessons given

Can you write science fiction? Would
you like your work published in a
magazine called a "classy item" by the
CBG? Would you like to know what the
CBG is in the first place? If so, submit
your work to HopSFANATIC. Call
889-7334 for more information.

otes
Hiking at Gunpowder Falls. Daytrip this
Saturday. March 12. Outdoors Club.
For time and meeting place, call Kirsten
at 235-2071.

"Islam: A Christian Perspective," an
open talk. Question and answer session
afterwards. Sponsored by the Hopkins
Christian Fellowship. Tonight at 7:15
p.m. in the Garrett Room, MSE.

Georgetown•St. Patrick's Day. The
Irish Cultural Society and the Student
Council are sponsoring a free trip to
G'town on Thursday, March 17, Sign
up for bus at Union Desk.

Important! There will be a general
meeting of the Nippon Student
Association on Tuesday, March 15, at
8 p.m. in the Great Hall. We will hold
elections and talk about future stuff! So
if you're into Japanese stuff, show up!

A free trip to the Dutch Embassy in
Washington. DC, sponsored by the In-
ternational Fellows of the Institute for

Policy Studies, will leave campus on Fri-
day, March 18 at 230 p.m and return
at 5:30 p.m. Please call 338-8208 or
stop by the Office of the Dean of
Students for more information

The Catholic Faith Inventory (CFI) of-

fers a unique chance to reflect upon

one's faith. Fr. Bob Michele of Newman

House offers the CFI and follow-up at

889-4528 or drop by Newman House,

2941 N. Charles St., to pick one up.

The Marathon Dance is here!! Friday.
March 11 through Saturday. March 12
(8 p.m.-8 p.m.) Live music, DJ, and lots
of prizes! T-shirts, too! Register in the
SAC office ($1.00) or lust come and
dance ($2.00). Questions? Call Susan
or Unice at 243-0980 or Jeff at x5702.

Dr Jerzy Regulski will speak on "Con-
temporary Urban Life and Social Pro-
blems in Poland" on Monday, March
14, at 7 p.m. in the Great Hall. This
event, sponsored by the International
Fellows of the Institute for Policy
Studies, is free and open to the public.
Please call 338-8208 for more
information.

Spring break trip with the Outdoors
Club: Caving, rock climbing, hiking,
and camping in the beauty of West
Virginia, in and around Seneca Rock,
leaving Saturday afternoon (March 19),
and returning Tuesday evening (March
22). For more information, call Kirsten
at 235-2071. All welcome.

That's right! The Undergraduate
Reading Series will be presenting
perhaps its finest trio of readers on Mon-
day at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theater.
Refreshments and copies of the News-
Letter will be distributed.

Hear ye! Hear ye! The House of Com-
mons will hold a meeting on Tuesday,
March 15, at 8 p.m. in Conference
Room A. Former President Ralph H.
France III will attend. We will also
discuss the political situation in Panama
and our upcoming trip to Washington.
New members always welcome.

Come hear the second semester debut
of the Hopkins Jazz Ensemble today
at the Hoppy Hour, 4-7:30 p.m in the
Glass Pavilion.

Peer Counselors: there will be a
general business meeting this Sunday
night at 8:30 p.m in the Garrett Room,
MSE. We will be having a speaker so
please try to attend. Any questions or
problems, call Vicki.

CSA Movie Nite: Friday, March 11.7
p.m. AMR I TV Room. It's cozy and it's
free! With popcorn and soda while they
last. Life of Brian? Head? How about
Pink Flamingoes starring the late, great
Divine, and La Bamba, the Ritchie
Valens story. Films subject to change
if unavailable, but we hope not. Free!


